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Abstract 
This thesis discusses an algorithm for generating shell element mesh on the 
faces of boundary representation solids created with RoboSOLID. 1 The output 
result uses format compatible to PCTRAN. 2 
The resultant program is a combination of two methods. It has been proven 
successful in generating shell element mesh on several objects created with 
RoboSOLID. The automatic mesh generator is written in FORTRAN on a 
VAX/VMS3 operating system. It uses graphic primitives supported by GRAPH3D4 
and TEK41075 libraries. 
Tektronix 41-series terminal displays the graphics output during the input 
and mesh generation stages. Program outputs, which include the node coordinate 
and element connectivity, are in the form of PCT RAN interfacing files. Screeri 
copies of typical graphic output and a sample set of PCTRAN interfacing files are 
included in the appendix. 
The main routine for generating mesh on n-sided polygon can be used as a 
stand alone routine for other applications such as: creation of mesh on non-planar 
faces, triangulation for shading, etc. Usage, including calling statement formats, for 
each routine have been included in the appendix. 
1RoboSOL1D is a trademark of Robo Systems Corporation. 
2PCTRAN is a trademark of Marek Scientific, Incorporated. 
3VAX/VMS is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
4GRAPH3D is a property of Lehigh University, developed by br Tulga M. Ozsoy. 
5TEK4107 is a trademark of Tektronix, Incorporated. 
" ' 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
' I 
Chapter 1 
Introduction to Mesh Generation 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) requires that one must first divide the 
design into small, finite elements. Mesh generation is a process of breaking the 
geometry describing a design into a network of finite elements. An automatic mesh 
generator is preferred in order to minimize erroneous data entry. 
This thesis deals only with shell element generation from boundary 
representations. Mesh created by this program are on faces of the polyhedra solids 
or shells. A face is a planar bounded region. The terms face and region boundary 
are used interchangeably throughout this thesis. Each face is defined by any n-sided 
planar polygon. Should the region contain holes, user must supply connecting lines 
so that the loop defining the boundary is continuous. 
A simple method, introduced by Edward A. Sadek",6 was initially 
investigated. He proposed that a boundary is cut by layers of element until the 
number of boundary nodes is reduced to three or four elements. At each layer, 
boundary profile is redefined by cutting out element( s) created at its corners. 
Unfortunately, the necessity to primarily subdivide a boundary containing concave 
corner(s) is overlooked, resulting in an unsuccessful mesh generation. The pursue to 
this method was then halted. Two other methods were investigated, and their 
explanation are given in the sections to follow. 
6Edward A. Sadek, "A Scheme for the Automatic Generation of Triangular Finite Elements," International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 15 (1980), pp. 1813-22. 
2 
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1.2 METHOD OF TRIMMING AND NOTCHING 
.-( 
This method was introduced by" Dennis Paul Himes. 7 He proposed a method 
that trims or notches a corner until 4 or 3 corner nodes are left in the area. 
Trimming is a process of connecting three subsequent boundary nodes with an 
' '· 
acceptable angle between them to create an element. Notching is a process of 
generating a new node away from the middle node while creating two new 
elements. In any case, the region of interest is continuously reduced by the 
creation of new element(s). Each sub-area covered by the new element is eliminated r.' 
from the active area. 
To avoid element overlapping, every creation of a new node includes a 
I 
distance checking. If the node to be created is close enough to an existing node, 
then it is merged with the existing node. On the other hand, if the candidate node 
is close to another existing node, but fitting of another element is still possible, then 
the node location is slightly moved away from the existing node by pulling it closer 
to the creating node. 
He also suggested to use a linked list type data structure for the boundary 
loop. Chapter 3 explains this type of data structure in further detail. 
1.3 METHOD OF TRIQUAMESH 
The method of TRIQUAMESH is developed by A. J. G. Schoofs, L. H. Th. 
M. Van Beukering and M. L. C. Sluiter.8 This method suggests that an active area 
7 
Dennis Paul Himes, "On the Implementation of an Efficient Algorithm for the 
Generation of Finite Elements on Surfaces With Holes," A report presented to Gerber Systems 
Technology, Spring 1980, pp. 127-38. 
I 
\ 
\ 
to be subdivided is treated as a loop of boundary points. The active area is then 
split into two sub-areas. This process is continued for each loop until the resulting 
loop is reduced to an element. 
TRIQUAMESH uses an open storage type data structure which, in 
. FORTRAN language implementation, is not efficient. For every loop subdivision, 
data storage grows to accommodate the additional sub-area introduced by the new 
loop. Although the original loop size reduces, the excess storage· it originally 
occupied is, for simplicity purposes, not recoverable. 
1.4 SELECTED METHOD 
The biggest advantage of TRIQUAMESH is its ability to handle any 
complex boundary. This method uses regional subdivision recursively to attain its 
elements. Therefore, complex regions containing concave points are primarily 
subdivided into • con vex regions. However, array size limitations traits its 
performance in processing convex regions. On the other hand, Trim and Notch, 
while having trouble in handling concave regions, outperforms the TRIQUAMESH 
• • • 1n processing convex regions . 
... 
The selected method combines the advantages of these two methods. The 
first step is to use TRIQUAMESH to reduce a complex region containing concave 
corners into convex sub-regions. The final step is then to use Trim and Notch to 
mesh the sub-regions. 
8A.J.G. Schoofs, L.Th.M. van Beukering, and M.L.C. Sluiter, "A General Purpose Two Dimensional Mesh Generator," Advances in Engineering Software, Vol. V, No. 3 (1979), pp. 131-36. 
4 
1.5 IMPLEMENTATION 
RoboSOLID, a pc based solid modeler, is used to create the boundary 
representation solids to provide input to the mesh generator. Number of formatted 
files are created to provide an input to PCTRAN, a pc based finite element analysis 
program. 
1.6 TERMINOLOGIES 
A point might be created in either of the two coordinate systems used 
throughout this thesis. The first coordinate system, referred hereafter as the world 
coordinate system or world coordinates, is the original coordinate used in storing 
the object to be meshed in the SXF file. The second coordinate system, referred 
hereafter as the local coordinate system or local coordinates, is a two dimensional 
(2-D) system obtained by mapping each facet into a planar domain. To avoid 
ambiguity in defining a point, this thesis uses the following terminologies: 
!, 
• vertex refers to a corner point of a facet read during the input phase; 
• boundary point refers to a region boundary. This term is applicable for 
points in both coordinate system. Unless specified otherwise, boundary 
point refers to region boundary in local coordinates; 
• node refers to any point taking part in the mesh generation process. 
5 
-.I;.:_, 
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Chapter 2 
Procedures and Algorithms in Detail 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The mesh generator program consists of three main modules, they are: 
input, main, and output modules. The input module provides an interface to 
RoboSOLID's output file. The main module generates the mesh. It has two sub-
modules which tasks are to prepare face boundary and generate the elements within 
it. The output module creates files compatible with PCTRAN's input file 
specifications. 
2.2 INPUT INTERFACE 
RoboSOLID supplies data • via the Solid eXchange Format (SXF) file . 
During the input phase, the information on the input geometry is displayed on the 
screen together with model statistics, e.q.: the number of entries read in for each 
data set, etc. Vertex coordinate and facet topology are stored, the rest of the 
information presented in the SXF file, which has no use for the mesh generator, is 
ignored. Stored data are directly manipulated. Subroutine READ _SXF provides 
the necessary manipulation to convert imported SXF file into an internal workable 
set so that the mesh generator can directly access it during the mesh generation 
process. 
6 
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2.2.1 Solid Exchange Format File 
The SXF file describes the object it represents through its header 
information, vertex coordinates, facet vertices, adjacent facets, and smooth 
surfaces. The file stores these information in the form of records, each having an 
internal structure. Records can be differentiated to three types, they are: comment, 
header, and data records. 
A corn men t record is a record whose first character is a "%" (percent) 
character. A header record is a record whose first character is a lower case letter 
("a" thru "z"). Data record are those starting with an upper case letter (" A" thru 
"Z"). 
Table 1 summarizes the SXF file definition. For further detail on the SXF 
file, refer to RoboSOLID's manual. 9 
FIRST 
CHARACTER 
% 
a 
p 
t 
C 
m 
u 
n 
V 
z 
C 
F.". 
';, 
A 
s 
E 
RECORD 
CATEGORY 
comment 
header 
header 
header 
header 
header 
header 
header 
header 
header 
data 
data 
data 
data 
~erminator 
1"~,: 
9RoboSYSTEMS: SXF Definition. 
\ 7 
I 
DEFINITION 
comment statement 
Author identification 
Program identification 
Title identification 
Creation date of object 
Material of object 
Units of length 
Number of millimeters per unit 
Version of SXF 
User record 
Corner (vertex) coordinate 
Facet corner(vertex) list 
Adjacent facet list 
Surface data list 
End record 
Table 1. SXF file definition 
,ft 
. \ 
,• 
2.2.2 Reading The SXF File 
The READ SXF subroutine reads the SXF file one line at a time. A string 
of maxim um 64 characters represents each line. The first character on each line 
determines the type of record. Ignoring comment records, this module displays 
header records less the first character on the screen. Data records are appropriately 
decoded into real or integer numbers. Care must be taken to decode only necessary 
information. For automatic mesh generation purposes, only vertex coordinates and 
facet connectivity are required. Hence, the rest of the data supported in SXF file 
can be ignored. 
Records whose first character is a "C" contains vertex coordinate data. It 
has a fixed structure starting with the index number of the vertex followed by its 
Cartesian coordinate, each separated by a blank space, i.e.: 
C<lndex #><sp><x-coord><sp><y-coord><sp><z-coord> 
The x, y, and z coordinates are all real numbers having units of millimeters: 
Unlike the coordinate record, facet record does not have a standard 
structure. Its first character is an "F". The structure has variable length, having a 
possibility of occupying more than one line in the SXF file. This record lists all the 
corners on the facet preceded by its facet index. Like the coordinate record, each 
information is separated by a blank space. The structure looks like: 
F<lndex #><sp>C<vertex#><sp>C<vertex#><sp> · · · <sp>C<vertex#> 
The continuation line does not include the' facet index infor1nation, instead, the first 
character- is a blank space, i.e.: 
<sp>C<vertex #><sp>C<vertex #><sp>· · ·<sp>C<vertex #>. 
An end record containing only an "E" terminates the SXF file. Anything 
8 
0 
; 
,, 
'· 
after this line is negligi hie. 
Suppose variables string and temp are of 64 and 1 character length, 
respectively. Let string contain one line of the SXF file and temp be the first 
character of the line before the current line, then the procedur~ for the 
READ SXF subroutine is as follows: 
begin 
end 
do begin 
read string 
if 'a'<string(l:l)~'z' then 
write string(2:64) on screen 
elseif string(l:l) = 'F' then 
decode and store facet and vertex indices 
elseif string(l:l) = ' 'and temp= 'F' then 
decode and store vertex indices only 
elseif string(l:l) = 'C' then 
decode and store vertex location 
elseif string( I: 1) = 'E' then 
go to end 
endif 
temp f-- string(l:l) 
enddo 
2.2.3 Manipulation of Input Data 
' \ 
\ 
\ 
' 
Due to its fixed structure, coordinate record occupies only one line. Hence, 
coordinatfs can directly be stored as soon as the record is decoded. Manipulating 
facet record, however, requires more effort. The possibility of occupying more than 
one line requires the record to be stored in a buffer before decoding it. An alternate 
solution, used in this algorithm, is to decode one line at a time and storing the 
decoded record parts in an array, the facet edge list. 
Upon reaching the end of the SXF file, the facet edge list contains series of 
\'1 
I, 
facet information. Each facet information contains facet index, number of vertices 
\ 
9 
on that facet, and a list of vertices forming that facet. Section 3.4 explains the data 
structure for keeping facet information. The vertices are listed such that its positive 
normal points to the outside of the object. Information contained in the facet edge 
list can be used to define facet edges, define edge vertices, and calculate facet 
normals. Subroutine REV _EDGE_LIST completes these tasks. The algorithm for 
REV EDGE LIST is as follows: 
begin 
el-index +- 1 
do begin 
facet-ndx +- edge-list( el-index) 
if facet-ndx = 0 go to end 
n +- edge-list( el- index + 1) 
el-index +-- el-indexf 2 
vt +- edge-list( el-index) 
sum-a +- O; sum-b +-- O; sum-c +- 0 
for index from el-index to el-index+ n-1 
vl +- edge-list( index) 
v2 +-- edge-list( index+ 1) 
edge-ndx +- check-edge( vl,v2) 
edge-list( index) +- edge-ndx 
( x,y,z)i +- coord( vl) 
( x,y,z) i +- coord( v2) 
sum-a+- sum-a+ (yi-Yj)·(zi+zj) 
sum-b +- sum-b + (zi-zj)·(xi+xj) 
sum-c +- sum-c + (xi-xj)·(Yi+Yj) 
next index 
edge-ndx +- check-edge( v2, vt) 
edge-list( el-index+ n) +-- edge-ndx ( x,y,z)i +- coord( v2) 
( x,y,z) i +- coord( vt) 
sum-a+- sum-a+ (yi-Yj)·(zi+zi) 
sum-b +- sum-b + (zi-zj)·(xi+xj) 
sum-c +- sum-c + (xi-xj)·(Yi+Yj) 
el-index +- el-index + n + 1 
T(facet-ndx) +- Mat-3D2D{ a,b,c) 
enddo 
end 
An edge is a straight line defined by two vertices. Thus, a facet can also be 
defined by a sequence of edges, each edge connecting two subsequent vertices of 
10 
that particular facet. The first edge connects the first and second vertices, the 
\ 
second edge connects the second and third vert'ex, ... , and the last edge connects 
the last and the first vertex. For any facet, which is topologically equivalent to a 
disk, the number of vertices always equals the number of edges. Therefore, list of 
""' 
vertices currently stored in the edge list can be replaced with list of pointer to edges 
without modifying the size of the array. 
In storing the edge vertices, however, care must be taken not to store 
duplicate edges. Duplicate edge includes those whose end vertices are stored in 
reverse order. For two-manifold, or polyhedra type solids, each edge can be shared 
by at most two facets. Furthermore, each edge will be traversed in opposite 
directions in the adjacent face edge loops. Should an edge of a facet be a duplicate 
"' 
edge, a pointer to the eJcisting edge replaces the edge list. To maintain continuous 
flow in one direction, the edge list includes edge direction. For instance, if two 
facets share an edge, the first facet who defines the edge ( facet with lower index) 
will have it in positive direction in its edge list. The second facet shares the same 
edge only in the opposite direction. Instead of storing a new edge and have a 
pointer to the new edge, its edge list contains a negative value of the pointer to the 
shared edge. This phenomenon is necessary to avoid multiple creation of internal 
boundary points on common edges, connecting two of the same vertices. 
-- ' 
The algorithm for creating nodes and elements on a facet is implemented in 
a 2-D domain. Therefore, each 3-D facet information must be converted into 2-D 
form by a transformation process. This involves the mapping of the 3-D boundary 
points to the plane of the facet with absolute origin being the origin of the new 
reference coordinate system. Facet normals are required to determine the elements 
~-) (.;J;. 
of the transformation matrix used for the mapping process. 
11 
I 
where; 
and 
Facet normals are calculated by Martin Newell equations:10 
ax + by + cz + d = 0, 
a= E(Yi-Y;)·(zi+z;), 
b = E(zi-zj )·( xi +xi), 
d = -(ax+by+cz), 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
for i == 1, .. . ,n and j = i+1 for i<n or j == 1 for i n. The sums a, b and c are 
the components of the normal vector. 
Aligning this normal vector with the negative z-axis maps the facet in the 
xy-plane. This property is applied in calculating transformation matrix. In setting 
up the transformation matrix, the normal vector components must first be 
normalized. That is: 
and 
where 
Rotational vectors are: 
and 
U - a a - u, 
U - b b - u, 
U - C C - U' 
(6a) 
(6b) 
(6c) 
(7) 
(8) 
lO James D. Foley and Andries van Dam, Fundamentals of Interactive Computer Graphics, Reading Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1982. 
12 
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I (9) 
' I 
Th~,,transformation matrix T is actually a 4x4 matrix. However, since all , ( \r 
I \ 
J 
coordinates are homogeneous and no translation is to be expected, the last row and 
column can be eliminated for they contain only zeroes and one. Therefore, the 
transformation matrix T can be calculated by: 
Uc Ua u6 
Ua Ux Uy 
T == 0 Ua 2 +uc 2 ub (10) Uy 
Ua u6 tlc 
Uc --Ux Uy 
The 3 x 3 transformation matrix , T, is stored in a single dimension matrix 
list array. 
2.3 FACET PREPARATION FOR CREATING BOUNDARY POINTS 
This sub-module is responsible for creating boundary points on all existing 
edges in the world coordinates. Then, it transforms boundary points of each facet 
from world to a local coordinates and set them up for meshing. Section 2.4 explains 
the meshing method in detail. The result of the facet meshing are internal nodes 
and element nodal connectivity. Internal nodes are in local coordinate, and element 
nodal connectivity are for respective nodes. A transformation back to the world 
coordinate and a revision to the element nodal connectivity are of necessities. 
13 
2.3.1 Creation of Internal Points/Nodes on an Edge 
Boundary points, created on every existing edge, and internal nodes, created 
on a line splitting a concave region, use similar creation method. However, in no 
event shall they be mixed. Boundary points are only created on world coordinates 
while internal nodes are only created on local coordinates. To avoid confusion, the 
following algorithm are developed for the creation of boundary points in world 
coordinates. 
Each edge vertex has a weight density function, w. The weight of a vertex is 
directly proportional with the density of the mesh. That is, higher weight density 
results in smaller element size around that vertex, i.e., biasing towards that vertex. 
\ 
0 1 2 n-2 n-1 n 
o--------<o~-------<o>---
In 
Figure 1. Set- up for generation of internal points on an edge 
Points are created on an edge using one dimensional generation. The length 
of the edge, l, the weights of the end points, w0 & Wn, and the standard element 
side, RI, determine the number of internal points to be created. Element side length 
can be calculated from: 
l . _ RI 
- w. i • 
i (11) 
From the weights of each end and the standard element side, the first and last 
element sides can be approximated on the edge to be 11 and Zn, respectively. The 
average element length is then: 
(12) 
14 
This yields the number of elements sides that can represent the edge to be: 
n - l 
- l ' avg (13) 
rounded to the closest integer. A correcting factor, cf, may be necessary to obtain 
an even distribution. This is easily calculated by: 
cf= f . 
n· avg 
The increment at which /1 will grow is therefore: 
~ _ ln-l1 
u - n-l · 
(14) 
(15) 
Hence, the length of an element's side along the edge can be calculated as: 
l; = cf· (11 + (i-l) · 6), (16) 
for i == 1,2, .. . ,n. 
Suppose si is the sum of normalized lengths lj up to the i-th, or: 
z l . 
S; = jLl f. (17) 
Then, the coordinates of internal points are: 
., 
and 
(18a) 
(18b) 
(18c) 
where i = l, 2, ... , n-1. (Note that the total number of internal points created on 
the edge is n-1.) 
Creation of internal nodes uses similar algorithm, except that it does not 
require the third dimension used above. 
2.3.2 Facet Transformation 
':~ 
The edge list now contains records, each consisting facet index, number of 
15 
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edges, and list of edges forming the facet. Listing the first end point and every 
internal point on the edge on an array for every edge, specified by the pointers in 
the list of edges, results in a loop of boundary point for the facet. Note that a 
negative sign in the list of edges refers to the direction in which it was stored. A 
negative valued edge requires that the first point on the list for this edge to be the 
second end point of the edge. Furthermore, internal points on the edge must be 
listed in reverse order. 
For every facet there is a transformation matrix associated with it. Retrieve 
this transformation matrix and perform transformation for each boundary point. 
Note that local coordinates of boundary points have uniform z value, namely z*. 
This z* value need only be calculated once from any boundary point in the world 
coordinate system. That is: 
(u,v,z*) = (x,y,z)[T] (19) 
·Then, the other boundary points in local coordinates can be obtained by 
using only a 3 x2 transformation matrix, [ rJ, where [ T*] is [ T] less its third 
column. Hence; 
( u,v) = (x,y,z)[ T*] (20) 
Reverse transformation of all internal nodes generated with the mesh follow 
the similar procedure except using the in verse of the transformation matrix. The 
rotational matrix defined previously is an orthogonal matrix; therefore, its inverse 
is equivalent to its transpose. That is: 
(21) 
Transpose matrix is easily obtained by retrieving it in different order from the 
transformation matrix list. The transformation then follows: 
. , r 
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(x,y,z) = ( u,v,z*)[ T]T 
' 
' 
(22) 
Note that, unlike transformation from world to local coordinates, the 
inverse transformation from local to world coordinate requires the entire 3x3 
transformation matrix at all times. 
2.4 MESH GENERATION 0 
The mesh generation module is responsible to create mesh on each facet in 
the local coordinate system. First, it sets up the link list data by assigning link list 
pointers and calculating interior angles. Then, should active facet contain concave 
angles, a subdivision is performed. Trimming and notching the convex region(s) 
yields the mesh for the facet. 
2.4.1 Setting Up Initial Link List 
The algorithm for generating mesh on a facet uses a link list type data 
structure. Section 3.5 explains this data structure in detail. The initial link list 
contains records of initial boundary points. Each record consists of six integers. The 
first two integers are link pointers, which are increments of six. A link pointer 
contains address of a record. Address of a record is an array pointer of its fir t 
integer on the link list. For instance, the address of the first record is 1, and he 
·~ 
address of the last record is six times the number of boundary points plus one. The 
first and last record require special treatment to provide an endless loop. For the 
first record, the pointer to the previous record contains the address of the last 
record. Consequently for the last record, the pointer to the next record contains the 
17 
,; 
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address of the first record. (The link list may contain several loops.) 
The third integer of the record contains label of point. Points are already 
ordered in counter clockwise direction; therefore, starting with label number 1, label 
of next points are just increments of one. 
The fourth integer contains integer value of interior angle. Angle calculation 
uses vector cross and dot products properties. Figure 2 shows the set up for angle 
calculation. 
because 
or 
0 
Dot product is useful in finding angles formed by two vectors, merely 
a•b 
~ 
b 2 
Jaf fbf cos a, 
a · b 
f af f bl" 
LEGEND: 
a is a vector from O to 1 
b is a vector from O to 2 
a is the angle formed by a and b 
NOTE: 
Points are ordered in counter clockwise 
direction and denoted 1, O, and 2. 
(23) 
(24) 
,, Figure 2. Set-up for angle calculation 
However, equation 24 is only valid for angles from O to 1r ( quadrants I and 
II). The direction of the resultant vector product: 
18 
/ 
"'· 
where 
. 
I 
axb = 
c = axb, 
J 
Y1 -Yo 
Y2-Yo 
0 
0 
(25) 
(26) 
determines the quadrant of the angle a. Note that i and j component vanish, and 
the sign of k component determines the direction of c. For the set-up used in this 
program (figure 2), negative sign refers to quadrants I & II (0 <a< 1r) whereas 
positive k refers to quadrants III & IV ( 1r<a<21r). 
The last two integers are left open for future use. Both of them have default 
values of zero. 
2.4.2 Dividing a Concave Region into Convex Sub-regions 
Subdivision is a process of dividing a region into sub-regions. Should the 
region to be subdivided contain more than one concave points, only one subdivision 
is performed at a time, starting with the most concave point. Implementing the 
method suggested in TRIQUAMESH,11 each subdivision breaks a region into two 
sub-regions with a splitting line. A splitting line· connects the most concave point 
with a point on the region boundary·, selected by applying given criterion. Revision 
of the link list maintains valid boundary loops. 
Finding the most concave point is a matter of sorting the link list for the I 
largest fourth entry of every record of points forming the boundary loop. In case of 
a series of almost equally concave points, it will be the middle of them. For 
11Schoofs, Beukering, and Sluiter. 
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explanation purposes, let P be the most concave point in the boundary. 
The method of local maxima/minima finds the visible points. A continuous 
contour (3 I< is defined to be the angle between the line Pl( and the tangent of the 
contour at P such that /3 I< is a curvilinear function of coordinate s. Points of 
interest in the determination of visible points are those concave points L of the 
contour, where (3 I< is a local extremum. Then, points I< with s I( >s L and (3 I(< (3 L 
where f]L is a local maximum, and points I<with sl(<sL and fJJ(>(JL where (JL is 
a local maximum are said to be invisible . 
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Figure 3. Determining visible points using only concave extremum 
Figure 3 describes the process of finding visible points. Suppose that P is · 
the most concave point on the region, (3I< is a concave local m'aximum, and (3 I< is 
1 4 
a concave local minimum. Points between 1(1 and I<2 also between I<3 and 1(4 are 
not visible. Logically, for every angle, (3 K, within the interior angle of the 
maximum angled point, there must exist a visible point. Figure 4 shows the result 
had all concave local extremum been used in determining the visible points. 
A splitting line connects the most concave point with one of the visible 
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points. The best split line must satisfy three determining criterion. First, the angle 
it forms with the adjacent boundary segments must be as close as possible to a 
multiple of;. Second, it must have the shortest length. Third, it must best fit n 
number of element sides. Algorithmically, the deviation from ideal condition of each 
criterion is summed for each point on the loop with the exception of the two 
immediate neighbor of the most concave point. The point with the minimum sum 
and the most concave point yield the best splitting line. 
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Figure 4. Using all local extremum to determine visible points 
The link list is revised each time a subdivision is performed. Modification is 
necessary to accommodate new points generated on the splitting line. The splitting 
line represents a jump in the link list. Hence, link pointer of the points near the 
split line must be renewed. In addition, angles formed by the split line and the 
region boundary must be re-calculated, and its results included in the revised link 
list. 
2.4.3 Dividing a Convex Region into Elements 
A convex region can be further subdivided into elements. This task is 
accomplished by the trimming and notching metl1od. 12 An area is exhausted by 
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repeatedly trimming and notching it. For each defined boundary, this procedure 
starts at the node with the minimum angle. During trimming or notching one to 
three element might be created on the interior's edge and the boundary is redefined 
to exclude them. A series of test is performed to determine the necessary procedure 
to follow. 
A detailed explanation on each trim and notch method including special 
cases to be considered is given in the following sections. Section 2.4.6 explains the 
algorithm for generating the elements. 
2.4.4 Trimming Process 
In the case of triangular element generation, trimming is done whenever an 
angle of less than 90 degrees is encountered. There are two types of trimming: ( a) 
when an angle is too sharp to create an acceptably good shape element, the two 
adjacent nodes are merged (figure 5a). Merging is done by first checking the 
possibility of moving the node of interest. If both nodes are of the boundary, thus 
not movable, merging is not done and a regular trimming is performed. If only one 
of the node is not movable, then the node that is movable is moved to the other 
node. If both nodes are movable, then these two points are merged at the average 
of the two. (b) A regular trim is done by connecting the two adjacent nodes, hence 
creating an element (figure 5b). Note that this task reduces the number of current 
boundary nodes by one. To avoid an odd shaped elemenl;, however, a simple check 
) 
•. ' 
"is necessary. The sides of which an element shall be created must not differ by a 
,¢)-
factor of more than 2. Should this case arise, a regular notching will prevent the 
creation of the odd element. 
12Himes. 
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2.4.5 Notching Process 
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(a) Angle too sharp to create an element 
(b) Regular trimming 
Figure 5. Trimming processes 
A notchable corner is a node whose corner is dividable into two elements of 
acceptable shape. Should one such corner be introduced, a node and two elements 
are created. Note that this process does not reduce the number of current boundary 
nodes eventhough it reduces the region active area by two elements. A node is 
generated by the following method. Refering to figure 6, distances d12 and d23 
determine the proportion of d14 and d34 • Mid-node, 4, determines the direction of 
which the new node will be generated. The new node will be generated at a distance 
d away from node 2 in the direction specified. Distance d is calculated to be the 
average of distances d12and d23 • 
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I '> 
' I 
' ( 
I 
' 
( ' 
1 new node 
2 3 
--
LEGEND: 
dij distance between nodes 
i and j 
d = distance between node 2 
and new node 
Figure 6. Set up for generating a node 
A special case arises when a notcl1able corner is followed immediately by 
another notchable corner (figure 7). There are two remedies for this case, one is to 
create two elements and the other is to create three elements, depending on several 
characteristics to follow. Two elements would be created only if the sum of the 
angle of the two notchable corner, a 3 +a4 is not in excess of 200° (~3.5 rad), 
further:more, the base length, d34 shall not be greater than the sum of the side 
lengths, d23 + d45 (figure 7). Should any of these conditions not fulfilled, three 
elements will be created. Note that number of current boundary nodes reduces by 
1 
3 d 
34 
6 
LEGEND: 
d .. distance between nodes IJ 
i and j 
Figure 7. Set up for special case notching 
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one or two respective with the creation of three or two elements. 
Figure 8a displays the two element creation as a combination of two trims. 
The node with the asterisk is said to be the active node. Figure 8b displays the 
three element creation as a combination of two notches. As before, an asterisk 
represents the active node. 
(a) Notching as a combination of two trims 
(b) Notching as a combination of two notches 
Figure 8. Special cases of notching process 
2.4.6 Pseudo Code for Generating Elements on a Convex Region 
As explained in section 2.4.3, trimming and notching processes annihilates 
an active convex area. However, each trim and notch is further subdivided into 
special cases, totalling up to 5 independent processes. The minimum angle of the 
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region and the angles of its immediate neighbors determines the necessary step. 
The algorithm for generating elements on an active convex region is as 
follows: 
begin 
end 
do begin 
n f- number of nodes 
if( n=3) then 
store last element 
go to end 
elseif(!1=4) then 
store last 2 elem en ts 
go to end 
endif 
min f- node with the least angle 
prev f- node immediately previous to min 
next f- node immediately next to min 
aO f- interior angle at min 
al f- interior angle at prev 
a2 f- interior angle at next 
if aO < 1r /6 then 
active node f- min 
merge the two adjacent nodes 
elseif ( aO +al) < 3.5 then 
active node f- prev 
do notch as a combination of two trims 
elseif ( a0+a2) < 3.5 then 
active node f- min 
do notch as a combination of two trims 
elseif aO < 1r /2 then 
active node f- min 
do regular trim 
elseif aO < 51r /6 and al < 51r /6 then 
active node f- prev 
do notch as a combination of two notches 
elseif aO < 51r /6 and a2 < 51r /6 then 
active node f- min 
do notch as a combination of two notches 
else 
active node f- min 
do regular notch 
endif 
enddo 
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2.4. 7 Element Smoothing 
Element smoothing is a method for improving the shape of an element. 13 
This process relocates each internal node to the centroid of the nodes surrounding it 
by an elements side. The formula for calculating the centroid is: 
1 n 
ui = n E U; . 
. 1 ,J J= 
and 
(27) 
l n 
vi = n E vi j' (28) 
. 1 ' J= 
where i is the label of the node of interest and n is the number of nodes connected 
to i by an element's side. 
An interior node is identified by its move flag. A negative move flag means 
that the node has been deleted; therefore, this node shall not be considered in the 
smoothing operation. A zero move flag, on the other hand, is a boundary node and 
therefore not movable. This node need not be relocated but shall be included in 
calculation of other node's relocation. Nodes carrying any other move flag need to 
be relocated. 
Ideally, a smoothing operation is completed until no significant changes 
occurs. It is therefore an iterative process. The most drastic relocation, however, 
takes place during the first run. 
2.5 OUTPUT INTERFA.CE 
The output interface routine's job is to write formatted ASCII files which 
are compatible with PCTRAN's input file specifications. 14 The module writes node 
13schoofs, Beukering, and Sluifer. 
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coordinates and element nodal connectivity on separate files. 
2.5.1 PCTRAN Files 
PCTRAN provides four ASCII files for interfacing purposes. They are node, 
element, load, and displacement files. All are called P ASCII, differentiated only by 
their extensions. Extensions are numbers from 001 to 004. P ASCII.DOI contains ... 
node coordinate list, and PASCil.002 contains element property and connectivity 
list. 
Inside P ASCil.001, there are four variables, where the first represents the 
label of the node and the second up to the fourth represents the x, y, and z 
coordinate of the point. 
P ASCll.002 on the other hand consists of four variables plus a list of up to 
eight variables. Each variable is an integer. The first four represents, from first to 
fourth, element label, material number, real number, and element type, 
respectively. The integer list contains element nodal connectivity. 
2.5.2 Writing PCTRAN Files 
Since all coordinate of points including internal nodes have been listed in a 
set of arrays in their world coordinate, writing P ASCII.001 is just a matter of 
dumping the array contents. 
Element connectivity is stored in a one dimensional array, aimed to ease 
expansion to more than three sided element creation. Writing the P ASCII.002 file 
therefore requires stepped dumping. For triangular elements the step size is 3, such 
14PCTRAN: ASCII interfacing files. 
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that each element connectivity list in the P ASCII.002 file will contain only 3 non-
zero integers. Each element have default material and real numbers of 1 and 0, 
respectively. This program reserves element type 3 for triangular elements . 
29 
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Chapter 3 
Data Structure 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
With the exception of the boundary loop and the facet edge list, the 
program uses address pointer data structures. This is implemented by using a set of 
single dimensioned arrays. The address pointer specifies the array space location 
containing the data. Subroutine pairs provide access to each data set. Each pair 
consists of one storage and one retrieval routines. A storage routine is designated 
by a prefix "PUT" to its name while a retrieval routine is preceded with a "GET". 
3.2 DATA STRUCTURE FOR COORDINATE INFORMATION 
Coordinate information are further differentiated into two sets, the first is 
in world coordinates and the second is in local coordinates. The first set is for 
vertices and describes the object in 3-dimension. It contains only the x,y,z 
coordinates and a weight density. Boundary points in world coordinates and nodes 
transformed frdm local coordinates are also stored in this set. The second set is for 
nodes and contains information at the facet level as transformed local coordinates. 
In addition to the weight density it also includes a move flag for mesh generation 
purposes. Hence, the local coordinate set consists of four arrays which are: u and v 
coordinates, weight density, and move flag. Figures 9a and 9b depicts these data 
structures. In both sets, the index or label of the coordinate to be retrieved is the 
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address of the array. 
X y z weight 
(a) Data structure for points in the world coordinate system 
V weight move 
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(b) Data structure for nodes in the local coordinate system 
Figure 9. Data structure for coordinate information 
Figure 10 shows the storage distribution of the vertices, boundary points, 
and nodes coordinate information in the world coordinates at the end of the mesh 
generation process. 
X y z weight 
[I LEGEND: 
REGION 00 contains vertex information 
read from SXF file 
REGION II) contains boundary point 
information created on 
each 3-D edge 
REGION Ii) contains node information 
created by the mesh 
generator 
Figure 10. Array allocations of the world coordinate system set 
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In the local coordinate system, the coordinate information array set is not 
allocated into different types. Recall that for each trim or notch process the region 
boundary is redefined. Hence, all nodes in local coordinates are boundary nodes. 
Only the move flag differentiates each node from another. 
A facet is activated by inserting the initial boundary nodes to the local set. 
Before doing this, however, the index pointer of the local set must be reset such 
that each facet, in the local coordinate system, is independent of one another. 
Adding a new entry for the world set is a matter of increasing the stack 
pointer and storing the coordinates in the newly opened space. In the local set, 
however, a new entry must first go through some flag checking. The move flag 
determines whether the entry is new or old. A new entry shall be appended to the 
node list whereas an old entry be overwritten over the old data. In addition, move 
flag determines whether a node is movable or not. Table 2 describes the move flag 
definition. 
MOVE NEW• MOVABLE• DESCRIPTION OLD o UNMOVABLE o 
-1 0 n/a deleted node 
0 • 0 boundary point 
1 • • internal node 
2 0 
• replaced node 
. 
Table 2. Move flag definition. 
Retrieving vertex or node information is done by assigning the node label to 
the array pointer. The retrieval routine extracts vertex or node information located 
by the pointer to the assigned variables to be used in calculation or decision making 
process ( variables in the calling statement). 
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3.3 DATA STRUCTURE FOR EDGE INFORMATION 
Edge information contains pointers to world coordinates points (boundary 
and vertex). It consists of four single dimensioned arrays (figure 11). The first two 
array store end vertex labels while the last two arrays store first and last internal 
point labels. Vertex information implies edge direction. An edge can be treated as a 
vector, the first vertex being the vector's tail whereas the second vertex is the 
vector's tip. Sequential ordering of internal points eliminates the necessity of 
storing every internal point label. If there is no internal point for the edge, then the 
internal point pair pointers are given zero values. 
edge direction 
o----••~--4 • .._--~.i--~••- ... --aei--~-•----4•--~~-i----o 
V1 I1 I2 V2 
Figure 11. Data structure for edge information 
Storing edge information is done in two steps. The first step -·fills the first 
two arrays. Adding new edge vertices requires edge duplicity test. A duplicate edge 
shall not be stored, instead storing routine must return a pointer to the existing 
edge. Edges in re,,erse direction must be included in duplicate checking. 
The second step is filling the internal point label pointer. At this stage, no 
more additional edges is to be expected, therefore, each entry does not need 
duplicate checking. 
' . 
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3.4 DATA STRUCTURE FOR FACET INFORMATION 
Facet information consists of sets of records stored in a single dimensioned 
array. The advantage of using one dimensional array is that it allows variable 
number of edges for each facet. Each record, therefore, contains index of facet, 
number of edges on the facet, and list of edge pointers forming the facet (figure 12). 
FACETi 
Ni 
edge# 
edge# 
N z -edge# 
. 
. 
• 
edge# 
FACETi+l 
Ni+l 
edge# 
-edge# 
. 
Ni+l 
. 
. 
edge# 
LEGEND: 
FACETi facet number or index 
Ni number of edges on the facet 
(=number of entries to follow) 
edge# 
NOTE: 
edge number or index 
(sign indicates direction) 
The same goes for index nu m berred i + 1 
Figure 12. Data structure for facet information 
A new entry is stored in the array located by the address that is specified in 
the calling statement. If no (zero) address is specified, the new entry is appended to 
the existing list. 
The facet edge list is accessed twice. During the first access, edge list is 
filled with vertices until no more facet is to be considered. The last entry of the 
edge list is set to zero such that a zero content terminates the edge list. In the 
second access, additional edge list is not expected and facet vertices are replaced 
with facet edges. 
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3.5 DATA STRUCTURE FOR BOUNDARY LOOP 
A loop of boundary points ordered in counter-clockwise direction defines the 
boundary of a convex region. Note that a facet can contain several convex regions. 
The number of loops on a facet equals the number of regions constructing the facet. 
A link list data structure is used to provide endless loops. 
The linked list data base is actually an array of integers containing records 
of nodal point information. Each record occupies six array space, referred to as the 
node set. ·The first and second integers contain pointers to the next and previous 
node sets, respectively. The third integer has pointer to the node label. The fourth 
integer describes the interior angle of the boundary formed at the node specified by 
the third integer. This number is the angle in radians multiplied by 1,000 to 
maintain consistency in sl_Q.ring only integers. The fifth and sixth integers are left 
open for future use. Figure 13 depicts this structure. 
rf:f:EA0/:1! {> NEXT 
~ PREV 
LABEL 
ANGLE 
OPTl 
OPT2 
NEXT 
PREV 
. 
. 
• 
\ 
bl? :-:-: •::i .... ~:11;:;·'.f : :-:::f t> NEXT 
PREV 
LABEL 
ANGLE 
OPT! 
OPT2 
:<}-
LEGEND: 
NEXT: 
PREV: 
LABEL: 
ANGLE: 
OPTl: 
OPT2: 
pointer to the next node set 
pointer to the previous node set 
pointer to node label 
integer value of interior angle in 
radians multiplied by 1,000 
open for future use 
open for future use 
[H:EACt~I : pointer to the first integer of the first 
node set in the boundary loop 
blAltJ : pointer to the first integer of the last 
node set in the boundary loop 
Figure 13.Link list data structure 
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In addition to the link list, an array containing the link list heads keeps 
track on the loops. Figure 14 shows how the head list provides access to the link 
list. For loop labele·d index, the address of the first record of that loop is stored in 
the n-th array space of the head list. 
HEAD LIST LINK LIST 
LEGEND: 
HEAD LIST( index)=} link list head 
(= pointer to the first 
record in the link loop) 
LINK LIST(link list head) =} next 
(= pointer to the next 
record in the link loop) 
Figure 14. Accessing link list through the head list 
Access through the link list array is provided by a pair of subroutines. A 
record is specified by the array pointer of its first integer. The storage routine 
replaces the array contents starting at the location specified in the calling 
statement up to the next five locations. Retrieval is the reverse procedure of 
storage. No checking of any kind is involved in either routine. 
3.6 TRANSFORMATION MA TRIX MANIPULATION 
·I I 
Transformation matrices are stored in a one dimensional array. It contains 
real numbers of coefficient of transformation matrix. Each transformation matrix is 
a 3x3 matrix. Therefore, each matrix occupies 9 array spaces. Storing order is 
standardized and is shown in figure 15. J_l < 
Transformation matrix for facet number i is shown in figure 15a. In the 
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.. matrix array, transformation matrix of facet i starts at ((i-1)·9+1 )-th array 
index, and fills the 8 array spaces thereafter, as shown in figure 15b. 
T-a 
1 
4 
7 
2 
5 
8 
(a) 
3 
6 
9 
OR 
T(l,1) 
T(l,2) 
T(l,3) 
T(2,1) 
T(2,2) 
T(2,3) 
T(3,1) 
T(3,2) 
T(3,3) 
(b) 
Figure 15. Matrix storing pattern 
Retrieving a transformation matrix can be done in two ways. The first 
retrieval extracts the matrix coefficients directly as they are ordered in the matrix 
list. This results the transformation matrix from world to local coordinates. The 
reverse transformation matrix form local to world coordinates can be obtained by 
rearranging the matrix coefficients for that particular facet such that the resultant 
matrix is the transpose of the stored matrix . 
.. 
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Chapter 4 
Program Structure 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The mesh generation process is completed in three steps. Each step is 
contained in a program module. The first module is the READ_SXF Subroutine. It 
reads and manipulates the SXF file. The second module • 18 the 
AUTO MESH GEN subroutine. Its task is to mesh the entire object facet by 
facet. The last module, the WR_PCTRAN subroutine writes the node coordinates 
and element connectivities in PCTRAN legible formats. Figure 16 gives the 
o·verview of the automatic mesh generation. 
~ 
;· 
., 
I READ_SXF I t>f AUTO_MESH_ GEN I t>f WR_PCTRAN I 
Figure 16. Schematic of main program 
4.2 INPUT INTERFACE MODULE 
The input interface reads RoboSOLID's SXF file. Since all SXF files have 
an "SXF" extension, user need only input the file name, a default extension of 
"SXF" will be assigned by the READ _SXF subroutine. Only sub-modules other 
than data base manipulatio_i:i routines will be explained in the following sub-
sections. Explanations on data base .routines can be found in chapter 3. Figure 17 
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provides the calling tree for the READ _SXF subroutine. 
READ SXF 
-
{> COORD SET {> PUT COORD 
-
-
{> FACET SET {> PUT EDGE LIST 
-
-
{> PUT EDGE LIST 
- -
{> REV EDGE LIST ~ {> GET EDGE LIST -
- -
{> PUT EDGE 3D 
-
-
t>I GET_ COORD I 
{> PUT TR MAT {> SET MAT 3D2D - -
- -
Figure 17. Calling tree for READ _SXF subroutine 
4.2.1 READ SXF Routine 
Subroutine READ SXF interactively seeks for user input of an SXF file 
name. The ".SXF" extension is optional. Subroutine checks for first existence of 
terminating character. A terminating character could be a "." (period), a " " 
(blank ---space), or a null character. The rest of the characters after a terminating 
character are ignored. The SXF file name is completed by appending a default 
".SXF" extension. 
The next step is to open a file with the specified name. The SXF file 
contains alphanumeric information as characters strings. Therefore, the SXF, file is 
read one line at a time, each line being a string of maximum 64 characters. The 
first character in each line identifies the data type contained in the line. If the first 
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.1 character is a: 
• lower case, then display the rest of the string on the screen; 
• "C" (capital c), then call subroutine COORD _SET to decode the string 
to obtain vertex label and vertex coordinate; 
• "F" (capital f), then call subroutine FACET _SET to decode the string to 
obtain facet label and facet vertex labels; 
• " " (blank space), then if the line directly before it starts with an "F", 
then it is a continuation line of a facet data (replace the blank space with 
an "F" such that this line becomes one starting with an "F") => call 
FACET SET to decode only facet vertex labels; else if the line directly 
preceding it does not start with an "F", then ignore this line; 
• "E" ( capital e ), then terminate reading the file. 
Since no more data is to be expected, the SXF file can now be safely closed. 
The edge list, which now contains only vertex labels, shall bee revised. Pointer to 
the vertex labels must be replaced with pointer to edges bounding the facet. 
Subroutine REV _EDGE_LIST completes this task. 
4.2.2 COORD SET Routine 
The coordinate data is structured such that it always contains four 
D variables. The first variable is an integer and the last three variables are real 
· numbers. The first variable contains vertex label. It is insignificant for the 
development of the mesh generator, but decoded to provide sequence checking 
should it become necessary. 
The string parameter passed to the COORD SET subroutine is the 
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original string less ·its first character ("C"). Therefore, the number of characters 
until the first existence of a blank space is equivalent to the width of the string 
part specifying the corner label. Let this number be width. Then, the string part 
can be decoded into integer value using: 
DECODE (wi&h,100,STRING(1:width)) LABEL 
where DECODE is a routine taken from the run-time library on VAX and 100 is 
the format statement used to read the resultant integer. The format statement is: 
100 FORMAT(I<width>) 
· Decoding of the real numbers are somewhat more involving. It is done one 
at a time. Numbers of decimal place and total characters must be counted, before it 
can be decoded. Let width and nd be the total number of characters and the 
n um her of characters after the decimal point, respectively. Then, the string-part 
can be decoded using: 
DECODE (width,101,STRING(iwstart:iwstop)) COORDk 
where iwstart and iwstop are limits of the string-part in the string and k is a sub-
variable designating coordinate axis, i.e. k == l refers to x-axis, 2 to y-axis, and 3 to 
z-axis. Format statement to read the resulting real variable is: 
101 FORMAT(E<width>. <nd>) 
Subroutine PUT COORD stores the decoded coordinate. Each coordinate 
has default weight density of unity. 
4.2.3 FACET SET Routine 
.. ), 
0 
·, 
Subroutine FACET _SET first checks if the string is a continuation from 
the previous line. This is done by checking the first character of the string; if it is a 
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"C", then it is a continuation line; else, it is a new line. Recall that the string being 
passed is the original line of characters read from the SXF file less its first 
character. 
If it is a new line, then the first set of numeric characters is the facet label. 
Decoding the facet label can be done in the similar manner as decoding the vertex 
label. Specifying zero address • 1n the calling statement of subroutine 
PUT EDGE LIST appends the facet label to the edge list. A location in the edge 
-
-
list can be saved by calling subroutine PUT _EDGE_LIST without specifying an 
address (set address=O) and saving the returned address in a temporary buffer. 
This location will later be used to store the n um her of vertices/ edges are to follow 
in the list. For each new facet, the vertex counter is set to zero. 
If the string being passed is a continuation line, then not only the facet label 
need not be decoded but also the vertex counter shall not be reset to zero. 
In any case, decoding of the facet vertices require only positions of the first 
and last numeric characters in a sequence of numeric characters in the string. The 
vertex counter is incremented by one for each successful deco.ding process. If no 
more vertex is found in the string, the vertex counter is injected to the edge list at 
the location saved earlier. 
4.2.4 REV EDGE LIST Routine 
Subroutine REV_EDGE_LIST revises the entire edge list content of vertex 
pointers to edge pointers. The first two integer of each record are unchanged. The 
first integer contains the facet label while the second integer contains number of 
vertices surrounding the facet. Recall that the number of vertices in a facet equals 
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the number of edges. Pointer to the i-th edge connecting the ~-th and the ( i+l)-th 
vertices replaces pointer to the i-th vertex currently stored in the edge list. Note 
that the last edge closes the loop by connecting the last and the first vertices. 
Hence, pointer to the first vertex must be saved to be used in storing the last edge. 
Specifying two vertices in the PUT_EDGE_3D calling statement stores the 
edge only if it is a new edge. In other words, no two edge with equivalent end 
vertices shall be stored. Instead, subroutine PUT EDGE 3D returns the pointer 
-
-
of an existing edge including a sign indicating its direction should one already exist. 
If no such edge exist, then the subroutine returns the positive value of the pointer 
of the new edge. A negative valued pointer means that the edge already exist only 
in the opposite direction. 
In addition, subroutine REV EDGE LIST also calculates the facet 
normal. This is done by retrieving the vertex coordinates and applying Martin 
Newell's equation explained in section 2.2.3. Equation (2), (3), and (4) are compo-
nents of the normal vector necessary to set the transformation matrix. Subroutine 
PUT TR MAT calculates the transformation matrix with the aid of SET 
MAT 3D2D routine and stores it in the matrix array. 
4.3 MESH GENERATOR MODULE 
The mesh generator module consists of two sub-modules. The first sub-
' module is the AUTO_MESH_ GEN routine, in which it calls the second sub-
module, the FREE MESH routine. The FREE MESH routine can be used as a 
stand alone routine to mesh any n-sided planar polygon. The AUTO_MESH_ GEN 
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routine, on the other hand, automatically prepares data of object read from the 
SXF file into planar facets, uses FREE_MESH to mesh each facet, and returns 
internal nodes plus element connectivities to the main program. Each of the sub-
modules along with its supporting routines are explained in the following sections. 
4.3.1 AUTO MESH GEN Routine 
Basically, subroutine AUTO _MESH_ GEN generates mesh automatically in 
the following manner. First, it creates boundary points. Then, it goes through the 
edge list to mesh each facet. Each facet must first be transformed from world to 
local coordinates. The actual facet meshing is conducted in the FREE MESH 
routine. The resultant mesh ( nodes and element connectivities) must be 
transformed back from local to world coordinates. Figure 18 displays the calling 
tree for this subroutine. A step by step explanation is to follow. 
AUTO MESH GEN 
-
C> CR BNDR PTS 
- -
{> GET EDGE LIST 
- -GET EDGE 30 
-
-GET COORD 
-GET TR MAT 
- -MULTI MAT 
-
{> FREE MESH 
REFRESH I 
{> CREATE INT 
-
( Preparing Ji 
(for trans/or 
acet 
mation 
from 3-D to 2 -D) 
Figu:,.-e 18. Calling tree for AUTO _MESH_ GEN subroutine 
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The first step, while still in the world coordinates, is to create boundary 
points along each existing edge. User need only interactively enter a standard 
element side length, RI, which with the weight density determines the size of the 
elements to be created. Subroutine CR_BNDR_PTS completes this task. It goes 
through every existing edge for which it will call subroutine CREATE_INT to do 
the actual creation of internal points. New boundary points are stored using the 
PUT COORD routine. 
The second step is to prepare each facet for transformation. Recall that the 
edge list contains records of facet information. Access to the edge list is provided 
through the GET_EDGE_LIST routine. The first content of the record is the 
facet label. The facet label is necessary for transformation matrix identification. 
Each facet has a transformation matrix with equivalent label. Subroutine 
GET TR MAT with a transformation type set to one retrieves the transforma-
tion matrix for the facet from world to local. Facet labelled zero is a terminator. 
The second content of the record specifies the number of edge for the facet. The 
number of edges is important to determine the number of entries to be retrieved 
from the edge list. Subroutine GET_EDGE_3D retrieves a list of points on the 
edge which includes end vertices and of internal points. It reverses the list if a 
negative valued edge index is passed. For all the edges in the facet, collecting all 
the points in the list, except the last point, in an array makes one loop of boundary 
points. Subroutine GET COORD retrieves the coordinates of the points stored in 
the array. Calling subroutine MULTI-'-MAT for each coordinate transforms it from 
world to local coordinates. Arrays u abd v store the transformed coordinates. Note 
that the transformed facet is parallel to the xy-plane, and therefore need only 2 
arrays to store its boundary P<?int coordinates. 
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Passing the array pair to the FREE_MESH routine yields the mesh for the 
facet • In local coordinate system. Transformation of type two • ID the 
GET TR MAT routine is reserved for inverse transformation. On]y new nodes 
are transformed back to the world and appended to the coordinate list. Element 
connectivities are for node labels in the local coordinate system. Node labels in the 
local coordinate system is ordered in sequence and therefore can be easily converted 
to labels of nodes in world coordinate system. 
Subroutine REFRESH displays the resulting mesh for the facet on the 
screen. A begin and an end element pointer specifies which elements to be 
displayed. It is therefore possible to display meshing of one facet at a time on the 
screen instead of mesh of the entire object. Meshing the next facet follows the same 
procedure. 
4.3.2 CREA TE INT Routine 
Subroutine CREATE_INT can be used to create internal points in the 
world coordinates or internal nodes in the local coordinates. In both cases, creation 
steps follow explanation as of section 2.3.1. A dimension flag decides the coordinate 
system to work with. A "2" for a dimension flag leads to creation of internal nodes 
in the local coordinates. Dimension flags other than 2 result in creation of 
boundary points in world coordinates. 
To create internal points, the calling statement must specify the labels of 
edge vertices on which internal points are to be created. Access to these vertices are 
provided by the GET_ COO RD routine. Internal points are directly stored in the 
same array as the vertices. Subroutine PUT COORD provides storage of the 
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internal points. 
Subroutine CR BNDR PTS has direct access to the edge information 
block. Therefore, the first and last internal points of every edge are directly stored 
in this common block without the aid of a data base routine. 
Creating internal nodes requires that the labels of the nodes connected by 
the split line be passed into the CREA TE_INT routine. In addition, the move flag 
must be set to "1" for the nodes on the split line are movable. Access to the nodal 
information are provided by the PUT _NODE and GET _NODE routines. 
4.3.3 FREE MESH Routine 
Subroutine FREE_MESH first sets up the link list for the loop of boundary 
,;:: 
nodes. It then automatically subdivides the facet should there exist a concave 
angle. The next step is to generate the meshes for each convex subregion. The 
resulting mesh is smoothed once before returned to the calling routine. Figure 19 
displays the calling tree for this routine. 
Subroutine INIT NDX resets the head list, node, and element indices. All 
coordinates are stored through the PUT_NODE routine. The only calculation 
necessary in setting up the initial link list is angular calculation, performed in the 
CALC ANGLE routine. Subroutine PUT LINK LIST stores the node records. 
Subroutine SUBDIVIDE keeps track on the number of regions making up 
the facet. For each region, subroutine DO_SUBDIV does the subdivision process as 
it finds necessary. Note that for each subdivision, one new region is created, i.e., 
· number of regions making up the facet is increased by one. This process is repeated 
until no more region contains a concave point. 
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!FREE_MESHI 
{> INIT NDX 
-PUT NODE ( Preparing the initial linked -CALC ANGLE list data for specified facet) -PUT LINK LIST 
-
-
SUBDIVIDE: {> DO SUBDIV {> FIND MAX ANG 
- -GET LINK LIST 
-
-GET NODE 
-FIND INTRSCT 
-FIND SEGMENT 
-CALC ANGLE 
-FIND VISIBLE 
-FIND BEST FIT 
- -REV LINK LIST 
-
-
\I PUT NODE r<1 CREATE INT 
-
{> GEN MESH 
PUT NODE ~ REP ELEM <} 
• CONNECT2 . . 
• PUT LAST ELEM . . 
-
-. TRIM3A \l . 
• DO MESH {> FIND MIN ANG . NOTCH3C H· -
-
. 
• TRIM3C . . 
:[> NOTCH3A . 
• NOTCH3B . . 
SMOOTHING PUT NODE kJ .GENERATE 
Figure 19. Calling tree for FREE_MESH subroutine 
The next step is to mesh each region. Subroutine GEN_MESH lists all the 
regions to be meshed. For each region, it calls for subroutine DO _MESH to do the 
meshing. 
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The resultant mesh of each region is superin1posed to make the total mesl1 
of the facet. The final step in meshing a facet is smoothing process, done in 
subroutine SMOOTHING. The SMOOTJIING routine does not necessarily smootl1 
the elements until no significant node relocation exists. Instead, it goes through the 
element list once and. applies method described in section 2.4.6. 
4.3.4 DO SUBDIV Routine 
First, subroutine DO SUBDIV searches for the maximum angle through 
the FIND MAX ANGLE routine. If the maximum angle found is less than 1r, 
then the region contains no concave angle and therefore need not be subdivided 
(return to calling routine). If concave angle is found, subroutines FIND_INTRSCT, 
FIND SEGMENT, along with GET LINI( LIST and GET NODE finds the 
limits for finding visible points. Angles are calculated using CALC ANGLE 
routine. Visible nodes are found in the FIND VISIBLE routine. 
Figure 20 shows the set-up used in preparing input to the FIND VISIBLE 
routine. Angles formed by the maximum angled node, its immediate next node and 
i+1 i-1 
0 1 
fl (i-1) 
K 
LEGEND: 
/3 I<(i-1) is the angle formed by I<i-l' 
K0 ,and 1<1 {3 K (i) is the angle formed by I<i, 
K0 ,and I<1 /3 I< (i+l) is the angle formed by I<i +l' 
1(0 ,and K1 
a(j) is the interior angle at j 
Figure 20. Set-up for determining local extremum of /3 !{( s) 
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another node on the boundary is stored in an array. Suppose that /(0 is the node 
with the maximum angle. Taking the line connecting K0 and K1 as a reference, the 
array /3 K stores the angles made by nodes K 0 , 1(1 , and Ki, where /(i is a node on 
the boundary of the active facet. 
The next step is to find the best fit splitting line. The best fit splitting line 
is found by the FIND _BEST _FIT routine. This routine returns the label of the 
point that makes the best fit line along with the four new angle formed by that line 
and the region boundary. 
The final step of subdividing a region is the • • rev1s1on of the link list. 
Subroutine REV _LINK_LIST, first, calls for CREATE INT to create internal 
nodes along the best fit splitting line. In addition, it manipulates the data imported 
through its call statement such that the two resulting boundary loops are valid. 
4.3.5 FIND MAX ANG Routine 
Subroutine FIND MAX ANG searches for the node with the most 
concave angle. The fourth integer in the node record in the link list, accessed 
through the GET _LINK_LIST routine, contains interior angle information. In 
going from the head to the tail of the link list, a reference maximum angle is set to 
be the first entry of an array. Every time a new reference is found this list is reset. 
Should a node with an angle similar to that of currently maximum reference exist, 
the pointer to the node is appended to the list. At the end, the most concave node 
for the region is taken to be the node in the middle of the list. 
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4.3.6 FIND VISIBLE Routine 
In the FIND VISIBLE routine, local extremum are found by checking the 
increments of angles listed in the array /3 J( passed through the calling statement. 
Referring to figure 20, the increments 
0 (3 I == (3 J( ( i) - /3 J{ ( i- 1 ) (29a) 
and 
8 (3 2 == /3 !{ ( i + 1 )- /3 ]{ ( i) (29b) 
determine the local extremum by checking their signs. A local extremum is found if 
(29a) and (29b) have opposite signs. However, only local extremum whose interior 
angle, a( i), are concave will be stored. 
Visible points are found by applying conditions explained in section 2.4.2. 
These points are stored in an array and returned to tl1e DO _SUBDIV routine. The 
list of points and list of f3 J{ angles originally passed to this routine is revised into 
visible points and its respective f3 angles. 
Q 
. -w 
.. 
... 
.. 
... 
3·· 
-
-
.. 
-
-
·-- .. -~ 
... 
• 
LEGEND: 
PQ is the candidate line 
Ii is the angle formed by the 
candidate line and active 
boundary (i=l,2,3,4) 
is the sector nodes (j==l,2,3,4) 
is the sector number 
(k==l,2,3) 
Figure 21. Set-up for finding the best split line 
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4.3. 7 FIND BEST FIT Routine 
Subroutine FIND _BEST _FIT first searches the best split line to lie in 
sector IE ( figure 21). fin ding the best fit splitting line is similar to a sorting 
process. Suppose that Pis the node with the most interior angle and Q is a visible 
node on· the boundary of the active loop included in sector I]. For every Q, a 
candidate line PQ is drawn. Then, CALC_ANGLE routine calculates each , as 
shown in the figure. Ideally, each of the ,'s should be multiples of 3. The deviation 
each , made with the ideal condition is summed in 81 . The length of the candidate 
line is calculated in 6d. The number of elements that can be created on the split line 
is the length of the candidate line divided by the standard element side length 
rounded off to the closest integer. The amount needed to round off this number is 
calculated in 8n. A weighting factor is used to sum up these 6's. The sum of each 6, 
multiplied by a weighting factor, yields the characteristic value, (, of the candidate 
line. That is: 
(30) 
where w1 , w2 , and w 3 have been, by trail and error, determined to be: 5, 2, and 1, 
respectively. 
Then, the candidate line, PQ, with the least ( is the best split li!}e. The 
pointer to node Q is returned to the DO SUBDIV routine thru the calling 
statement. The four ,'s are stored in a common block. 
4.3.8 REV LINK LIST Routine 
Subroutine REV _LINK_LIST breaks the link list describing the active 
region into tw9 link lists representing the two new sub-regions. The set up used in 
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this routine assumes that, in the loop, the starting node of the split line appears 
before the end node of the split line. Therefore, a check and, if necessary, a 
correction must be done to assure that the requirement is satisfied. 
For each end node, this routine retrieves node records of two before and 
two after in the loop. If the total number of nodes in one of the resulting region is 
three, a special revision must be made. 
Subroutine CREATE_INT, then creates the internal node on the splitting 
line. Note that these nodes are not actual boundary and therefore shall be movable 
should it become necessary. Two sets of records for these nodes will be made. The 
first set, following the direction it was created, closes the first loop. The second set, 
in the opposite direction, closes the second loop (figure 22). 
The first loop now consists of three part link lists. The first part starts with 
the link list head and stops at the node where the split line starts. It is followed 
\l 
with the first set of records of nodes on the split line. The last part starts at the 
node where the split line ends and stops at the tail of the original link list. The 
second loop contains only two link list parts. One part is the remainder of the link 
list not yet used in defining the first loop. The other part is the second set of the 
records of the internal nodes on the split line. Note that the begin and end nodes of 
the split line have been used in defining the first loop. Therefore, two additional 
records must be provided to replace these end nodes for the second loop. It is t 
important to revise the . link lists such that the resulting loops are continuous. 
Figure 22 displays the loop set-up and the link list as a result of the subdivision. 
The second region and the respective records in the link list are shaded for clarity. 
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head 
lI] 
nfrom 
nto 
tail 
LEGEND: 
head 
tail 
nfrom 
nto 
nfrom* 
nto* 
unshaded 
shaded 
(I] 
tail 
head 
LOOP 1 
@J 
~ nto 
record of the first node in the active loop (initial loop) 
record of the last node in the active loop (initial loop) 
record of the beginning of the split line for the first loop 
record of the end of the split line for the first loop 
record of the beginning of the split line for the second loop 
record of the end of the split line for the second loop 
new region/loop 1 
new region/loop 2 
loop segment 
Figµre 22. Link list revision of a subdivision process 
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4.3.9 DO MESH Routine 
Subroutine DO MESH processes each convex region by the trimming and 
notching method.15 It starts by searching for the minimum angle, done in the 
FIND MIN ANG routine. An additional feature of the FIND MIN ANG 
routine is the calculation of number of nodes on the region boundary. If the number 
of boundary nodes is four then subroutine CONNECT2 decides which diagonal is to 
be selected to form the last two elements for the region. If the number of boundary 
nodes is three, then subroutine PUT LAST ELEM stores the last element of the 
region. Either CONNECT2 or PUT LAST ELEM subroutines, terminates the 
DO MESH routine. 
If the number of boundary nodes is greater than four, the minimum angle, 
a;, and the angle of the two immediate neighboring nodes, o:;_1 and ai+l• decides 
which operation is to follow. If: 
• ai < 6, then subroutine TRIM3A is called; 
• ai+ai-l <· 3.5 or ai+ai+I < 3.5, then subroutine NOTCH3C is called; 
• ai< 2, then subroutine TRIM3C is called; 
• a;< ~' then subroutine NOTCH3A is called; 
• a;< 5{ and either a;_1 < 5671" or ai+l < 5{, then subroutine NOTCH3B is 
called. 
Subroutine TRIM3A returns a do flag. If the do flag is set to one, meaning 
_J 
trimming was not done, then subroutine·TRIM3C does the trimming. However, 
subroutine TRIM3C also returns a do flag. And if this do flag is set to one, then no 
trimming will be done. Instead, the node will be notched in subroutine ·NOTCH3A. 
Subroutine NOTCH3C also returns a do flag. If the do flag is set to one, then 
15Himes. 
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subroutine NOTCH3B corrects the problem. 
Subroutine TRIM3A does not create any new element, instead it merges 
two of the nodes of the existing elements. As a result, one node must be omitted 
from the node list, and the element nodal connectivity must be revised. Omitting a 
node can be done by calling subroutine PUT_NODE with a move flag set to -1. 
Revision of the element nodal connectivity • 18 completed • Ill subroutine 
REP ELEM. Of all the trimming and notching routines, only NOTCH3A and 
NOTCH3B actually generates a node through subroutine GENERATE. This new 
node is appended to the node list via subroutine PUT _NODE. Each trimming and 
notching routine calls for GET_LINK_LIST, GET _NODE, and CALC_ANGLE, 
but not shown in the calling tree for simplicity purposes. With the exception of 
TRIM3A each subroutine calls for subroutine PUT ELEM to store the newly 
generated element ( s). 
4.3.10 CONNECT2 Routine 
Subroutine CONNECT2 takes one diagonal of the four sided polygon to 
create two elements. As a safety not to create element with too sharp an angle, it 
first checks for the sum of the angles of the two opposite nodes. If the sum is found 
to be less than 2, the·n the other pair of nodes are merged and no element will be 
created. Subroutine REP_ELEM and PUT_NODE with move flag· set to -1 
revises the element nodal connectivity and the node list, respectively. 
If no such angle is found, the shorter diagonal completes the creation of the 
two last elements on the region. 
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4.3.11 TRIM3A Routine 
Subroutine TRIM3A first resets the do flag to zero in anticipation that the 
neighboring nodes will be merged. If both nodes turn out to be unmovable, then the 
do flag is returned to the calling routine and merging is not done. If only one point 
is movable, then the other point is deleted using PUT _NODE routine. If both 
nodes are movable, then one node is relocated at the average of the two and the 
other node is deleted. As a result, the number of nodes on the loop is reduced by 
two. 
Due to the node relocation, angle at the merged node and the two 
immediate neighboring nodes must be recalculated. In the link list, two records 
must be eliminated. Should the record pointed by the link list head need to be 
eliminated, then the link list head pointer must be replaced with pointer to any 
record in the active loop. 
4.3.12 TRIM3C Routine 
Subroutine TRIM3C first resets the do flag to zero in anticipation that the 
trimming process will be done. However, if one side is longer than the other by a 
factor of two, then the do flag is set to one and no trimming will be done. 
If trimming is to be done, record of the node of interest is omitted from the 
loop and its immediate neighbors are revised. Should the node of interest be the one 
pointed by the link list head, replace the link list head pointer with a pointer to the 
next record. Subroutine CALC_ANGLE calculates the new angles. These angles 
along with link information are inserted to the link list using the 
PUT LINK LIST routine. The element created by this process is stored in the 
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element list through subroutine PUT _ELEM. 
4.3.13 NOTCH3A Routine 
Subroutine NOTCH3A creates a new node and two new element, but it 
does not change the number of boundary nodes in the loop. It does, however, 
change the angular information of the active node and its immediate neighbors. 
Furthermore, the node label in the record of the active node is replaced with label 
\ 
of the ne)'1ly generated node. 
Node generation is provided by subroutine GENERATE while access to 
node list, element list, and link list • IS provided by GET /PUT_NODE, 
PUT_ELEM, and GET /PUT _LINK_LIST routines, respectively. 
r} 
4.3.14 NOTCH3B Routine 
Subroutine NOTCH3B creates one new node and three new elements. It 
does so by notching the active node and its immediate next neighbor. These 
notchings, however, produce two nodes and four elements. Instead of creating two 
nodes, these two new nodes are merged at their average. Hence, only one node and 
three elements are created. The new node label replaces the label of the active 
node. The node record of the node immediately after the active node is omitted. 
Should the link list head point to this record, it must be replaced by the record of 
the active node. Angular information in records directly before the active node, the 
active node, and two nodes after the active node in the current loop must be 
recalculated (figure 8b ). 
This routine retrieves necessary information through subroutines 
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GET LINK LIST and GET NODE. Subroutine GENERATE provides the node 
generation process and subroutine CALC_ANGLE does the angular calculation. 
Storing of information are done in PUT _NODE, PUT_EI.,EMENT, and PUT 
LINK LIST routines. 
4.3.14 NOTCH3C Routine 
Subroutine NOTCH3C generates two new elements without creating any 
node. As a prerequisite, this routine calls for two subsequent record having a sum 
of their angles less than 3.5 rad ( ~200°). However, if the distance of these two 
nodes exceeds the sum of the lengths of the two immediate neighboring segments, 
then the do flag is set to one and control is returned to the calling routine. 
Otherwise, if no exemption condition prevails, the do flag is set to one and the 
notching procedure resumes. 
The next step is to check two diagonal distances. The first diagonal 
connects the two immediate neighboring nodes of the active node. The second 
diagonal connects the active node with the next two node fro.m the active node. 
The shorter diago11al is selected to be the third side of the two elements to be 
creaied. 
The number of boundary nodes in the loop is reduced by two for the records 
of the active node and its immediate next are no longer part of the loop. Should the 
link list head point to one of those omitted records, it should be revised. 
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4.4 OUTPUT INTERFACE MODULE 
The output interface module writes ASCII files in format specified by 
PCT RAN. It writes two separate files. The first file contains node coordinates, and 
is called P ASCII.001. The second file contains element connectivity, and is called 
P ASCil.002. The WR PCTRAN routine is self contained and therefore does not 
call any subroutine except for data base retrieval routine, GET COORD. This 
routine has direct access to the element connectivity block. 
In writing P ASCII.001, all coordinate are retrieved from the list using 
GET_COORD and then rewritten on a new file openned through: 
OPEN(15,STATUS='NEW',FILE='PASCII.001') 
statement. This file includes node index and its coordinates in millimeters. 
The opening statement for the element connectivity file is: 
OPEN(16,STATUS='NEW',FILE='PASCII.002') 
Besides element nodes, each line in P ASCII.002 also contains index, material, real 
value, and type. Element material and real number are given default value of unity 
while the element type is set to three. Element connectivity is listed in a one 
dimensional array, each element occupies three array spaces. P ASCII.002 supports 
.• elements with up to eight sides. Since elements created from the mesh generator is 
only of triangular type, only the first three integers are set to be the node pointers 
of the element while the rest (fourth to eighth integers) are set to zero. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
5.1 PROGRAM SUMMARY 
The completed automatic mesh generator program is written in FORTRAN 
for VAX/VMS operating systems. Its statiBi,tical data is as follows: 
• N um her of lines : 1920 lines 
• Comment statements : 20% 
• Number of subroutines : 49 routines 
• Graphics primitives : GRAPH3D routines 
The resultant program reads a user specified SXF file. It manipulates 
information provided in the data file into facet and edge connectivities. The 11ext 
step is creating internal boundary points on each existing edge based on user 
supplied standard element side length. 16 
Mesh generation is performed on one facet at a time. Using gathered infor-
mation, boundary points of each facet is mapped onto local coordinates, (u,v). A 
facet may contain concave points. A number of convex sub-regions replace the 
active region. Each convex region is trimmed and notched to create triangular 
mesh. 
In the heart of the automatic mesh generator is the FREE_MESH routine. 
It can be used as a stand alone routine to automatically create mesh on any planar 
' n-sided polygon as well as on non-planar faces defined on parametric free form 
surfaces. A requirement for using this routine as a stand alone mesh generator is 
16
The use of standard element side length is explained in section 2.3.1 
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that boundary points defining the region must be stored in counter-clockwise 
direction and their coordinates stored in two single dimensioned arrays. These 
arrays will be returned with the coordinates of internal nodes created on the region 
appended to them. Furthermore, this routine also creates an array containing 
element connectivity. The element connectivity array is basically a set or records of 
nodal pointer, each record consisting element's nodes. In the case of triangular 
elements, each record consists of three integers. 
5.2 USING THE AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATOR 
The main program is called AU_MESH. It must be in the same directory 
as the SXF files. Figure 23 depicts the prompt for entering a file name. 
\). 
·\ 
.. ' l' 
' \ 
ENTER SXF FILE NAME: :rn 
\ Figure 23. Entering a file name 
User need only supply the file name, the ".SXF" will be appended to the file 
name by default should it not included. Any extension other than ".SXF" will be 
overwritten with the default extension. For instance, let RECT .SXF be the input 
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data.17 Any valid header contained in the SXF file 18 is displayed on the screen. A 
statement line followed by a blinking cursor indicates the current status. Figure, 24 
displays the typical reading SXF file status. 
ENTER SXF FILE NAME::RECT.SXF 
READING HEADER DATA ...... . 
Program : RoboSOLID 
Author : unknown 
Created : 1980 1 1 
Material 
Number 
Unit 
: unknown 
: 1.000000 
: mm 
Version : V1.01 
READING COORDINATE DATA .. . 
READING FACET DATA ....... . 
READING SURFACE DATA ..... . 
TOTAL NUMBER OF VERTICES. . 20 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EDGES .. ... m 
Figure 24. Reading SXF file status 
At this stage, the program draws boundary edges of the object described by 
the SXF file on the screen. The display of boundary edges of the object contained 
in the RECT .SXF file less the reading status is included in Appendix C.5 
The next step is entering the standard element side length. The standard 
element side length determines the size of the elements to be created. The unit for 
this length is in millimeters. Each vertex point has a weight density of unity. 
Therefore, for an edge of 10 mm long, a standard element side length of 1 results in 
generation of 10 element sides on the edge. The set up assumes that the user knows 
the length of the edges such that he could justify the size of the elements to be 
17A copy of the RECT.SXF file is included in appendix B.1. 
18For detailed explanation on SXF data definition refer to RoboSOLID manual. 
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created. Boundary points are not displayed on the screen. 
Before exiting the program, user is given a selection either to writ~ or not to 
write an output file. The output file if written is PCTRAN compatible. Figure 25 
shows the screen display if "Y" is selected. The blinking cursor, represented by the 
shaded box, indicates the status· of writing the output files. An example of the 
output file can be found in Appendix B.3. 
DO YOU WISH TO WRITE THE PASCII FILES (Y/N): :Y 
WRITING PASCII.001 
TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES: 124 
WRITING PASCII.002§ 
-,~ 
,,_ 
\ 
\ 
\ ,, 
Figure 25. Writing PCT RAN jizef~tatus 
The program has been proven successful in many cases, even on a complex 
object such as shown in Appendix C.6. 
5.3 PROGRAM EXTENSION 
Although this program generates only triangular elements, the method and 
the set up used are capable of creating quadrilateral elements as well. Changes 
' 
concerning this matter should only be made on the DO MESH and some of its 
supporting routines. 
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The program can also be extended for generating mesh on non-planar faces 
where the boundaries are defined in surface parameter planes. Meshing of a non 
planar face can be done on the surface parameter plane (local coordinates) and then 
mapping back to the cartesian space will be accomplished by using surface 
parametric equations. 
The next extension of the automatic mesh generation is in the direction of 
solid element generation. A further study in this direction has been done by M. L. 
C. Sluiter and Dwayne L. Hansen M. S. C. E. 19 
19M.L.C. Sluiter and Dwayne L. Hansen M.S.C.E., "A General Purpose Automatic 
Mesh Generator for Shell and Solid Finite Elements," A report presented to Structural Dynamics 
Research Corporation, 1980. 
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Appendix A 
Routine Definition 
., 
A.l DATA BASE ROUTINES 
All data related to the mesh generation process is stored in common blocks. 
Access to the common block is provided via subroutines. Data base subroutines 
have names starting with PUT or GET designating its purpose. Subroutines whose 
name starts with PUT stores data into common block while those starting with 
GET retrieves it. They are ordered in pairs, alphabetically according to their 
functions. 
Each common block consists of one or more one dimensional arrays. The 
first variable of the common block is the end pointer of the array(s) to follow. Most 
of the retrieval routines include an index pointer in the call statement. Table 3 lists 
the common blocks used in the data base routines and their descriptions. 
(Accessing routine names do not include their PU:T, GET, and/or REP prefices). 
Table 4 lists other common blocks used in this program which access do not require 
data base routines. 
Subroutines REV EDGE LIST and REV LINK LIST are also data 
manipulation routines. The REV prefix stands for "revise". They have been left out 
in this category because their responsibility are not solely data manipulation. 
REV EDGE LIST is included in the Interface Routines Definition while 
REV LINK LIST is included in the Mesh Generation Routines. 
\,/;/_,, 
\ 
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BLOCK NAME ACCESSING ROUTINE 
C03D 
ED3D 
EL3D 
ELBLK 
LLBLK 
NDBLK 
TRBLK 
COORD 
EDGE 3D 
-EDGE LIST 
-ELEM 
LINK LIST 
-
NODE 
TR MAT 
CONTENT DESCRIPTION 
coordinates of vertices, points, and nodes in 3-D 
3-0 edge vertices and limitting internal points 
facet record 
element indices 
node record 
coordinates nodes in 2-D 
transformation matrix coefficients 
Table 3. Common blocks associated with data base routines 
BLOCK NAME INITIATING ROUTINE 
CBLK 
INOUT 
STDBLK 
GBLK 
LHBLK 
ELM3D 
CONSTANTS 
MAIN$ 
CR BNDR PTS 
FIND BEST FIT 
FREE MESH 
AUTO MESH GEN 
CONTENT DESCRIPTION 
angular constants 
unit files( integer*2) 
standard element side length 
angles formed at the intersection of split line and 
active boundary 
pointers to link list heads 
element nodal connectivity 
Table 4. Common blocks not associated with data base routines 
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PUT COORD 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine stores information of a point in world coordinates 
index 
format: integer 
access: write only 
format: real 
access: read only 
format: real 
access: read only 
Put-Coordinate stores the input coordinate in a common block. 
Input: 
xin, Yin, and zin are world coordinate of the point to be stored; 
win is the weight density of the point to be stored. 
Output: 
index is the storage array pointer or the point label. 
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GET COORD 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine retrieves information of a point in world coordinates 
CALL GET_ COO RD( index,Xout, Yout,Zout,Wout) 
index 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: real 
access: write only 
format: real 
access: write only 
Get-Coordinate dumps the content of the storage arrays into the 
variables in the calling statement. 
Input: 
index is the index of the point. (It is also the array pointer.) 
Output: 
X 0 ut, Yout, and Z 0 ut are the coordinate of the point labelled index; 
W 0 ut is the weight density of the point. 
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PUT EDGE 3D 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
() 
,, 
This routine stores the end vertices of an edge in world coordinates. 
CALL PUT _EDGE_3D( index,vertex1 ,vertex2 ) 
index 
format: integer (signed) 
access: write only 
vertex1 , vertex2 
format: integer 
access: read only 
Put-Edge-3D checks whether an edge with end points as specified 
already exist. 
Input: 
vertex1 and vertex2 are labels of the vertices of the edge to be stored., 
Output: 
index is the end pointer of the storage array if and only i{ no edge 
with matching vertices exist. Else, it is the pointer to the existing 
; edge carrying a sign that indicates the new edge's direction with 
respect to the existing edge. 
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GET EDGE 3D 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine retrieves the edge information 
CALL GET_ EDGE_ 3D( index, n umber,pt- list) 
index 
format: integer 
access: read only 
number 
format: integer 
access: write o·nly 
pt-list 
format: integer array 
access: write only 
)\ __ _/, /-
/-
/' 
... 
This routine retrieves the end point and internal point labels of the 
edge specified by index, a signed integer. The sequence for a positive 
index is: vertex1 , pt 1 , pt 2 , ... , ptn, and vertex 2 • . • 
Input: 
index is a signed integer whose absolute is an edge label. 
Output: 
number counts the total number of nodes in the list; 
pt-list is an array containing labels of the nodes on the edge. \ 
), ... ~. 
( 
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PUT EDGE LIST 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine stores the content of the edge list in the specified 
address. 
c·ALL PUT _EDGE_LIST( address,content) 
address 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
content 
format: integer 
access: read only 
Only when the specified address not equal to zero will the content be 
stored in the edge list pointed by address. Should no address be 
specified ( address = 0), content will be stored at the end of the edge 
list and the end pointer of the edge list, incremented by one, 
returned in address. 
Input: 
address can be zero or an array pointer; 
content can be facet label, edge counter, vertex label, or edge label. 
Output: 
address is the array pointer at which content is stored. 
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GET EDGE LIST 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
I 
:. 
J 
I 
I 
This routine retrieves data at the specified address from the edge 
list. 
CALL GET _EDGE_LIST( address,content) 
address 
format: integer 
access: read only 
content 
format: integer 
access: write only 
This routine assigns the content of the edge list pointed by address 
to content. 
Input: 
address is the array pointer. 
Output: 
content is the data stored. 
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PUT ELEM 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine stores the node labels of an element. 
CALL PUT_ ELEM ( index1 , index2 , index3 ) 
index1 , index2 , index3 
format: integer 
access: read only 
At each entry, end pointer of the element node list is incremented 
by 3. These new spaces stores the element indices passed through 
' 
index1 , index2 , index3 • 
Input: 
index1 , index2 , and index3 are node labels of the element. 
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GET ELEM 
Format 
Arguments 
\ 
Description 
. . ' 
\ 
\ 
This routine retrieves the node labels of an element. 
CALL GET_ ELEM( index, index1 , index2 , index3 ) 
index 
format: integer 
access: read only 
index1 , index2 , index3 
format: integer 
access: write only 
Get-Elem retrieves the node labels of element labeled ind,ex. 
Input: 
index is the element label. 
Output: 
index1 , index2 , and index3 are node labels of element vertices. 
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REP ELEM 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
·~ .. 
" 
This routine replaces labels of deleted nodes in the element connec-
tivity list. 
CALL REP _ELEM(replace1 ,replace2 ,with) 
replace1 , replace2 
format: integer 
access: read only 
with 
format: integer 
access: read only 
This routine searches thru the element connectivity list for replace1 
or replace2 • If found, it will be replaced by with. 
Input: 
replace1 and replace2 are node labels to be replaced; 
with is the node label to replace with. 
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PUT LINK LIST 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine stores the node set information into the link list 
format: integer 
access: read only 
label 
format: integer 
access: read only 
angle 
format: real 
access: read only 
format: integer 
access: read only 
Input: 
ni points to the first integer of the record; 
ni+l and ni-l are respectively pointers to the next and previous 
records in the boundary loop; 
label is the label of the node of interest; 
angle is the value of the interior angle at the node in radians. 
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GET LINK LIST 
Format 
Arguments 
' 
Description 
This routine retrieves information of a given record 
CALL GET_ LINK_ LIST( ni, next,previous,label, angle, opt1 ,opt2 ) 
ni ( node of interest) 
format: ih teger 
access: read only 
next, previous 
format: integer 
access: write only 
label 
format: integer 
access: write only 
angle 
format: real 
access: write only 
format: integer 
access: write only 
This routine assigns values to the set of parameters contained in the 
calling statement. Input and output parameters are equivalent to 
input parameters of GET _LINK_LIST. 
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PUT NODE 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine stores node information in local coordinates 
CALL PUT _NODE( U;n,V;n,idum,move,weight) 
format: real 
access: read only 
idum 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
move 
format: integer 
access: read only 
weight 
format: real 
access: read only 
Input: 
uin and vin are local coordinates of the node; 
idum is the address to store this entry (not used if new node); 
move is the value of the move flag; 
weight is the weight density of the node ( set to one for no biasing). 
Output: 
idum is the address at which the entry is stored. 
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GET NODE 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine retrieves nodal information in local coordinates 
CALL GET_NODE( index, uout ,vout ,move, weight) 
index 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: real 
access: write only 
move 
format: integer 
access: write only 
weight 
format: real 
access: write only 
This routine dumps the information contained in the arrays included 
' in the node common block at the array spaces specified by index. 
Output parameter specifications are similar to that of GET_NODE. 
Input: 
index is the address of the information to be retrieved. 
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PUT TR MAT 
This routine stores the transformation matrix in a single dimension-
ed array 
Format CALL PUT_TR_ MAT( index,x,y,z) 
Arguments index 
format: integer 
access: read only 
x, y, z 
format: real 
access: read only 
Description Each transformation matrix is a 3x3 matrix. A record of 9 entries 
stores the matrix coefficients in a single dimension array. 
Input: 
index is the label of the matrix ( equivalent t,o label of facet); 
x, y, and z are the vector components of the facet normal. 
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GET TR MAT 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine retrieves transformation matrix for mapping from 
world to local coordinates or vice versa. 
CALL GET_ TR_MAT( index,t-mat,type) 
index 
format: integer 
access: read only 
,. 
t-mat 
format: real (9) 
access: write only 
type 
format: integer 
access: read only 
This routine retrieves transformation matrix labeled index and store 
it in t-mat. The type flag determines type of transformation. 
\ Input: 
index is the transformation matrix label; 
type transformation type (l=from world to local coordinates; 2= 
in verse transformation). 
Output: 
t-mat is the transformation matrix coefficient stored in a single 
dimensional array. 
84 
A.2 INTERF:ACE ROUTINES 
Interface routines consist of routines whose purpose are to interface the 
automatic mesh generator with RoboSOLID's SXF files and PCTRAN's 
P ASCII.OOX files. Some data manipulation routines used throughout the 
interfacing process are not included in this appendix, their definition can be found 
in Appendix A.1. Interfacing routines are ordered alphabetically according to their 
names. 
All arguments are of longword type and use by reference passing 
.. / mechanism. 
r 
,' 
y 
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COORD SET 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
~:. 
This routine decodes the coordinate data set contained in a line read 
from the SXF file 
CALL COORD_SET(string,index) 
string 
format: character*63 
access: read only 
index 
format: integer 
access: write only 
\ 
Coord-Set decodes the string input into one integer vertex label and 
three real coordinate positions. 
Input: 
string • 1S a sequence of character containing vertex label and 
coordinate. 
Output: 
index is the array pointer at which coordinate information is stored 
( =vertex label+ 1) 
86 
FACET SET 
This routine decodes the facet data set contained in a line read from 
the SXF file 
Format CALL FACET _SET(string,index) 
Arguments string 
format: character*63 
access: read only 
index 
format: integer 
access: write only 
Description Input: 
string contains an optional facet label and a sequence of vertices. 
Output: 
index is the decoded label of the facet+ 1. 
/ 
r. 
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READ SXF 
This routine reads a RoboSOLID created SXF file which contains 
boundary representation of a solid object 
• 
Format CALL READ _SXF() 
Arguments none 
Description Read-S){F reads RoboSOLID's Standard eXchange Format file and 
prepares the interfacing process to the automatic mesh generator. 
88 
REV EDGE LIST 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine provides the necessary revision to the content of the 
edge list 
CALL REV_EDGE_LIST() 
none 
In the beginning edge list stores a sequence of decoded vertices of a 
facet. This routine replaces this list with a list of directively ordered 
edges. 
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SET MAT 3D2D 
This routine sets the transformation matrix for mapping from world 
to local coo,rdinates 
Format CALL SET_MAT _3D2D(x,y,z, T) 
Arguments x,y,z 
format: real 
access: read only 
t-mat 
format: real(9) 
access: write only 
Description Set-Mat-3D2D calculates transformation matrix coefficients. 
Transformation aligns facet normal vector, whose component are 
passed through x,y, and z, with the z-axis. 
Input: 
x, y, and z are the components of the normal vector of the facet. 
Output: 
t-mat is an array of coefficients of the transformation matrix. 
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WR PCTRAN 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine writes the output files compatible with PCTRAN input 
file specifications 
CALL WR_PCTRAN(nnode,nelem,e-type) 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: integer 
access: read only 
e-type 
format: integer 
access: read only 
Write PCTRAN opens two files, P ASCII.001 and P ASCII.002. The 
first file contains nodal coordinate while the second contains element 
connectivities. 
Input: 
nnode is the total number of nodes; 
nelem is the total number of elements; 
e-type is the element type (3 = triangle) 
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A.3 AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATOR ROUTINES 
The automatic mesh generator module consists of 28 subroutines. Their 
definition are ordered alphabetically in this appendix. Data manipulation routines 
' has been eliminated in this section for their definition can be found in Appendix A.1 
All arguments are of longword type and uses by reference passing 
mechanism. " 
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AUTO MESH GEN 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
V 
This routine automatically generates mesh on all facets of the solid 
object described in the SXF file 
CALL AUTO _MESH_GEN() 
none 
Automatic-Mesh-Generat(ry p~epares each facet for transformation 
( / 
from world to local coordinate system. Boundary points in local 
coordinate make up data for mesh generation. Element connectiviti-
es in local coordinate are different that those in world coordinate, 
i.e. node labelled 1 in local coordinate may not be node number 1 in 
the world coordinate system. This routine also rearranges the 
element connectivity such that its content are pointers to the nodes 
in the world coordinate system. 
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CALC ANGLE 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This subroutine calculates angle formed by three nodes in local coor-
dinates 
CALL CALC _ANGLE( u1 ,v1 ,u0 ,v0 ,u2 ,v2 ,answer,sense) 
format: real 
access: read only 
answer 
format: real 
access: write only 
sense 
format: real 
access: write only 
Cale-Angle calculates the angle formed by three nodes set-up in 
conn ter-clockwise direction. 
Input: 
u0 and v0 are the coordinates of the node of interest (second node); 
u1 and v1 are the coordinates of the first node; 
u2 and v2 are the coordinates of the last node. 
Output: 
answer is the interior angle in radians; 
sense is the direction of the resultant vector. 
94 
CR BNDR PTS , ' ,.,. 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine sorts all edges and makes provisions to create boundary 
points 
CALL CR_BNDR_PTS() 
none 
Cr-Bndr-Pts requests user interface for a standard element side 
leng~h. It then goes through the edge vertex list and generates ) 
I 
internal point on each edge. 
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CREATE INT 
Format 
Arguments 
This subroutine creates internal points or nodes on an edge 
CALL CREATE_INT( dimension,l1 rom ,lto ,RI, move,nint ,lint) 
dimension 
format: integer 
access: read only 
lfrom,lto 
format: integer 
access: read only 
RI 
format: real 
access: read only 
move 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: integer 
access: write only 
format: integer array 
access: write only 
Create-Int is a one dimensional point or node generator. It can be 
96 
used to create internal points between two vertices in world 
coordinates or internal nodes between two boundary nodes in local 
coordinates. 
Input: 
dimension decides whether to create points or nodes (2 creates 
nodes, else creates points); 
[from and lto are labels of end vertices or nodes of the edge of which 
internal points or nodes are to be created; 
RI is the standard element side length; 
move is the flag that determines movability (is a dummy variable if 
routine is used to create boundary points in world coordinates. 
Output: 
lint is an array that stores the labels of internal points or nodes; 
nint is the total number of internal points or nodes created. 
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Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine connects two boundary nodes if and only if the number 
of boundary nodes is four 
CALL CONNECT2( link-list-head) 
link-list-head 
format: integer 
access: read only 
Connect2 connects the shorter diagonal -of q four sided polygon 
creating two elem en ts. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop. 
98 
CONSTANTS 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine assigns constant values () 
CALL CONSTANTS() 
none 
Constants calculates values of 1r ,2, 3, J, 6, 5t, and 21r. It stores 
these values in a common block so that they are standardized 
throughout the program. 
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DO MESH 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine meshes a convex region by repeatedly trimming and 
notching it 
CALL DO_MESH(link-list-head) 
\ 
link-list-head 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
This routine annihilates the area of the region to be meshed by the 
area of element( s) it creates. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop. 
100 
DO SUBDIV 
' 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine completes the subdivision process 
CALL DO _SUBDIV( link-list-head,link-list-end-pointer) 
link-list-head 
format: integer 
access: read only 
link-list- end-pointer 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
Do-Subdiv does the actual subdivision process of a concave region. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop; 
link-list-end-pointer is the end pointer of the link list before the 
subdivision process. 
Output: 
link-list-end-pointer is the end pointer of the link list after the ,. 
subdivision process. 
", 
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FIND BEST FIT 
Format 
Arguments 
This routine finds the best fit splitting line 
CALL FIND_ BEST_ FIT( nmax, nbeta,/3 !{, n /3 ,sector, answer) 
nmax, 
format: integer 
access: read only 
nbeta 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: real array 
access: read only 
format: integer array 
access: read only 
sector 
format: array ( 4) 
access: read only 
answer 
I 
format: integer 
access: write only 
102 
Description 
/ 
Find-Best-Fit finds the node that makes the the best fit splitting 
line. 
Input: 
nmax points to the record with the most interior angle; 
nbeta counts the number of visible nodes; 
/3 J{ is an array containing angles (section 4.3.4); 
n /3 is an array containing pointers to records of visible nodes; 
sector is an array containing pointers to records of sector points. 
Output: 
answer points to the record of the node that makes the best split 
line. 
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FIND INTRSCT 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine finds intersection between two line segments in local 
coordinates 
( i=0,1,2,3) 
format: real 
access: read only 
s,t 
format: real 
access: write only 
This routine calculates the values of s and t at the intersection point 
of two lines. 
Input: 
( u0 ,v0 ) and ( u1 ,v1 ) are end coordinates of the first line; 
( u2 ,v2 ) and ( u3 ,v3 ) are end coordinates of the second line. 
Output: 
s is the parameter for line connecting O and 1 
t is the parameter for line connecting 2 and 3 
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FIND MAX ANG 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine finds the boundary node with the maximum interior 
angle 
CALL FIND _MAX_ANG( link-list-head,nmax,number) 
link-list-head 
format: integer 
access: read only 
nmax 
format: integer 
access: write only 
number 
format: integer 
access: write only 
Find Maximum Angle returns the record pointer containing the 
largest angle. This routine also counts the number of records making 
up the region boundary. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop. 
Output: 
nmax points to the record having the most angle; 
number counts the number of records in the loop. 
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FIND MIN ANG 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine finds the boundary node with the minimum boundary 
edge 
CALL FIND _MIN _ANG( link-list-head,nmin,number) 
link-list-head 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: integer 
access: write only 
number 
format: integer 
access: write only 
Find Minimum Angle returns the record pointer cont9'ining the 
smallest angle. This routine also counts the number of records 
making up the region boundary. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop. 
Output: 
nmin points to the record having the least angle; 
number counts the number of records in the loop. 
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FIND SEGMENT 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine finds the first segment on the boundary that is 
intersected by the sector lines 
CALL FIND _SEGMENT( s,sr:ax,s,;ax ,t,ni+i ,ni,pt1 ,pt2 ,dummy) 
s,t 
format: real 
access: read only 
+ -Smax,Smax 
format: real 
access: read and write 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: integer 
access: write only 
dummy 
format: integer 
access: write only 
This routine finds the sector nodes. 
Input: 
s is the parameter value of the sector line; 
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t is the parameter value of the bou(d:iry segment;· 
s.:a., and s,;;a., are limitting values of the s parameter in the positive 
and negative direction, respectively; 
ni and ni+l points to the records of the end nodes of the active 
boundary segment. 
Output: 
either s:ax or Smax is changed only if the segment intersects at a 
closer distance to the maximum angled node; 
pt1 and pt2 are the pointer to the record of the sector nodes; 
dummy is a set to O if the first sector node is found. 
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FIND VISIBLE 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
"'t 
This routine collects the visible points in an array 
CALL FIND_ VISIBLE(ni,n,beta,n/3) 
n-i 
format: integer 
access: read only 
number 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
format: real array 
access: read and write 
format: integer array 
access: read and write 
This routine reduces the list of visible points by omitting those who 
failed the local extremum test explained in section 2.4.2. 
Input: 
ni is the record pointer of the node of interest; 
number,counts the number of tentatively visible nodes; 
/3 K is an array containing angles; 
n/3 lists the record pointers of the visible nodes. 
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Output: 
.... 
number counts the number of visible nodes; 
/3 I< is an array containing angles; 
n /3 is an array containing pointers to the records of visible nodes. 
J' 
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FREE MESH 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine generates mesh on any n-sided planar polygon 
CALL FREE_MESH( u,v,nuv,e-type,element,nelem) 
u, V 
format: real array 
access: read and write 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
e-type 
format: integer 
access: read only 
element 
format: integer array 
access: write only 
format: integer 
access: write only 
Input: 
\ 
arrays u and v lists the coordinates of boundary nodes of the region; 
nuv counts the number of boundary nodes; 
e-type specifies the element type (3 is reserved for triangles). 
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Output: 
arrays u and v lists the coordinates of boundary nodes of the region 
plus all internal nodes; 
nuv counts the total number.of nodes; 
element lists the element connectivities; 
nelem counts the number of entries in the element list the size of the 
array. 
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GEN MESH 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine manages the mesh generation of existing convex regions 
CALL GEN_MESH() 
none 
Gen Mesh goes throu,gh the list containing link-list heads and 
assures that every convex region is meshed. 
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INIT NDX 
This routine initializes the local element and node data base 
Format CALL INIT _NDX() 
Arguments none 
Description Init-Ndx has access to. common blqcks containing data in local l ,. coordinate system. It resets the end pointers of node index, element 
index, and link list head index. 
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MULTI MAT 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine calculates the transformed coordinates 
CALL MULTI_MAT(x,y,z, T) 
x,y,z 
format: real 
access: read and write 
T 
format: real( 9) 
access: read only 
Multi-Mat performs matrix multiplication of a lx3 matrix and a 
3x3 matrix. 
Input: 
x, y, and z are the coordinate to be transformed; 
the array T sets up the transformation matrix. 
Output: 
x, y, and z are the transformed coordinate. 
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NOTCH3A 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
,.c.;,.' 
This routine does the regular notching 
CALL N OTCH3A( link-list-head, number, ni) 
link-list-head, number, ni 
format: integer 
access: read only 
This routine generates one node and two elements. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record ( unchanged in this routine); 
number counts the number of records (unchanged in this routine); 
ni points to the record containing the node to be notched. 
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NOTCH3B 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine is a special case notching that creates three elements 
CALL N OTCH3B( link-list-head, number, ni) 
link-list-head, number 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
n. 
i 
format: integer 
access: read only 
This routine is a combination of two notches. It gen.erates one node 
and three elements. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop; 
number counts the number of records; 
ni points to the record containing the node to be notched. 
Output: 
link-list-head changed only if the record it points is eliminated; 
number reduced by one. 
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NOTCH3C 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
A special case of notch creating two elements and no node 
CALL NOTCH3C( link-list-head,number,ni,do) 
link-list-head, number 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
do 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: integer 
access: write only 
" 
This routine is a combination of two trims. It creates two elements 
without generating any node. 
Input: 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop; 
number counts the number of records; 
ni points to the record containing the node to be notched. 
Output: 
link-list-head changed only if the record it points is eliminated; 
number reduced by two; 
do flag is set to one if notching is not done. 
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PUT LAST ELEM 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine stores the last element of a convex region 
CALL PUT _LAST_ELEM(ni) 
n, 
i 
format: integer 
access: read only 
This routine has direct access to the element connectivity list. Recall 
that the loop contains only three records one of which pointed by ni. 
This routine stores node labels of these records. 
Input: 
ni points to the record containing one of the last three nodes. 
I 
J 
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REFRESH 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
) 
This rot.itine up dates the display with the newly created elements 
CALL REFRESH( e-type,nstart,nstop) 
e-type 
format: integer 
access: read only 
nstart ,nstop 
format: integer 
access: read only 
Refresh only draws the newly created element, i.e., element on a 
facet. 
Input: 
e-type is the element type (3==triangle); 
nstart and nstop are the pointer limits on the element connectivity 
list. 
(.) 
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REV LINK LIST 
- -
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine revises the link list 
CALL REV _LINK_LIST( nfrom,n10 ,link-list-head,ll-end-pointer) 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
link-list-head 
format: integer 
access: read only 
II-end-pointer 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
This routine cuts the boundary loop into two sub-loops 
Input: 
n 1 rom and n10 are record pointers of the end vertices of the splitting 
line; 
link-list-head points to the first record in the boundary loop) 
ll-end-pointer points to the end of the link list. 
Output: 
nfrom and n10 are interchanged if n10 appears first in the loop; 
ll- end-pointer increases with the link list array. 
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SMOOTHING 
Format 
Argurr1ents 
Description 
This routine smooths the elements generated on a facet 
CALL SMOOTHING() 
none 
Smoothing relocates each movable node to the centroid of its 
surrounding nodes. 
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SUBDIVIDE 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine manages the subdivision process of a concave facet 
CALL SUBDIVIDE(ll-end-pointer) 
ll- end-pointer 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
I .,.v· 
,,.. ..... ' 
Subdivide assures that all concave region is subdivided. 
Input: 
ll- end-pointer points to the end of the link list. 
Output: 
LL-end-pointer increases with the link list array. 
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TRIM3A 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
This routine merges two neighboring nodes if the interior angle of 
the node of interest is less than 30° ' 
CALL TRIM3A( link-list-head, number, ni, do) 
link-list-head, number 
format: integer 
n-
' 
do 
access: read and write 
format: integer 
access: read only 
format: integer 
access: write only 
Trim3A merges the two nodes. 
Input: 
link-list-head pointer to the first record in the boundary loop; 
number counts the number of records; 
ni points to the record containing the active node. 
J1 Output: 
link-.list-head changed only if the record it points is eliminated; 
number reduced by two; 
do flag is set to one if merging is not done. 
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TRIM3C 
Format 
Arguments 
Description 
,,,--· 
( ' \.. .. / 
This routine connects two neighboring nodes to create an element 
CALL TRIM3C( link-list-head,number,ni ,do) 
link-list-head, number 
format: integer 
access: read and write 
format: integer 
access: read only 
do 
format: integer 
access: write only 
TRIM3C creates an element by connecting two nodes whose records 
are the next and before the one pointed by ni. 
Input: \ \ 
link-list-head pointer to the first record in the·jboundary loop; 
number counts the number of records; 
ni points to the record containing the node to be trimmed. 
Output: 
lirik-list-head changed only if the record it points is eliminated; 
number reduced by one; 
do flag is set to one if trimming is not done. 
·, ) 
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· ppendix B 
Files 
-6 
B.1 INPUT FILE 
A sample of an, SXF file has been included for reference purposes. The 
.,., 
following file describes a rectanglular block with a rectangular hole. 
pRoboSOLID 
aunknown 
c1980 1 1 
munknown 
% Number of mm/unit: 
nl.000000 
umm 
% SXF version: 
v1.01 
% Coordinate data: 
co -50.000 10.000 30.000 
Cl -50.000 -10.000 30.000 
C2 -20.000 -10.000 30.000 
C3 -20.000 10.000 30.000 
C4 -50.000 -10.000 0.000 
C5 -50.000 10.000 0.000 
C6 -20.000 10.000 0.000 
C7 -20.000 -10.000 0.000 
C8 -50.000 30.000 0.000 
C9 -50.000 -30.000 0.000 
ClO -50.000 ~30.000 30.000 
C11 -50.000 30.000 30.000 
C12 -70.000 -30.000 30.000 
C13 60.000 -30.000 30.000 
C14 60.000 30.000 30.000 
C15 -70.000 30~000 30.000 
C16 -70.000 -30.000 0.000 
C17 -70.000 30.000 0.000 
C18 60.000 30.000 0.000 
C19 60.000 -30.000 0.000 
% Facet data and linkages: 
FO C7 C4 C1 C2 
A10 A3 A8 A1 
F1 C6 C7 C2 C3 
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A10 AO A8 A2 
F2 C5 C6 C3 CO 
A10 A1 A8 A3 
F3 C4 C5 CO C1 
A11 A2 A9 AO 
F4 C12 C15 C17 C16 
A9 A5 A11 A7 
F5 C15 C11 C14 C18 C8 C17 
A9 A8 A6 A10 A11 A4 
F6 C14 C13 C19 C18 
A8 A7 A10 A5 
F7 C13 C10 C12 C16 C9 C19 
A8 A9 A4 A11 A10 A6 
F8 CO C3 C2 C1 C10 C13 C14 C11 
A2 A1 AO A9 A7 A6 A5 A9 
F9 C1 CO C11 C15 C12 C10 
A3 A8 A5 A4 A7 A8 
F10 C4 C7 C6 C5 C8 C18 C19 C9 
AO A1 A2 A11 A5 A6 A7 A11 
F11 C5 C4 C9 C16 C17 C8 
A3 A10 A7 A4 A5 A10 
% Sur-face data: 
SO F3 
S1 FO 
S2 F1 
S3 F2 
S4 F5 
S5 F6 
S6 F7 
S7 F4 
S8 F10 F11 
S9 F8 F9 
% End o-f -file: 
E 
C, 
B.2 OUTPUT FILE 
The following files are the output results of the automatic mesh generator 
program that are compatible with PCTRAN input file specifications. The input 
SXF FILE used in generating these files are given in Appendix B.l. A standard 
element side length, RI, of 20 has been specified in creating the following output 
files. 
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B.2.1 PASCII.001 
P ASCII.001 file contains coordinates of nodes created by the mesh 
generator. The first integer is the node label and the three real n um hers are the 
coordinates in millimeters. 
\',, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
-5.00000E+01 1.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 
-5.00000E+01-1.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 
-2.00000E+Ol-1.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 
-2.00000E+01 1.00000E+01 3.00000E+Ol 
-5.00000E+01-1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-5.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-2.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-2.00000E+01-1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-5.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-5.00000E+01-3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-5.00000E+Ol-3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 
-5.00000E+01 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 
-7.00000E+Ol-3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 6.00000E+Ol-3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 6.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 
-7.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 
-7.00000E+Ol-3.00000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 
-7.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.00000E+Ol-3.00000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 
-3.50000E+01-1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-5.00000E+Ol-1.00000E+Ol 1.50000E+01 
-3.50000E+01-1.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 
-2.00000E+01-1.00000E+01 1.50000E+01 
-2.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+Ol 1.50000E+Ol 
-3.50000E+01 1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
~3.50000E+01 1.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 
-5.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+01 1.50000E+Ol 
-7.00000E+Ol-1.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 
-7.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 
-7.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 1.50000E+01 
-7.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 
-7.00000E+Ol-1.00000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 
-7.00000E+Ol-3.00000E+Ol 1.50000E+01 
-3.16667E+01 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 
-1.33333E+01 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 5.00000E+OO 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+01 2.33333E+01 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 4.16667E+01 3.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 6.00000E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol 1.50000E+01 4.16667E+01 3.00000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 
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42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
2.33333E+Ol 3.00000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 5.00000E+OO 3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-1.33333E+01 3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-3.16667E+01 3.00000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 6.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 6.00000E+01-1~00000E+01 3.00000E+01 6.00000E+01-3.00000E+01 1.50000E+01 6.00000E+01-1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.00000E+Ol 1.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.16667E+01-3.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 2.33333E+01-3.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 5.00000E+00-3.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 
-1.33333E+01-3.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 
-3.16667E+01-3.00000E+01 3.00000E+01 
-3.16667E+01-3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+oo 
-1.33333E+01-3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 5.00000E+00-3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.33333E+01-3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.16667E+01-3.00000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
-2.91557E+01-1.00000E+01 1.01449E+01 
-3.94549E+01-1.00000E+01 1.02263E+01 
-3.91660E+01-1.00000E+01 2.00815E+01 
-3.37843E+01-1.00000E+01 1.47239E+01 
-2.95177E+01-1.00000E+01 1.99917E+01 
-4.08443E+01 1.00000E+Ol 1.01449E+01 
-3.05451E+01 1.00000E+01 1.02263E+01 
-3.08340E+01 1.00000E+Ol 2.00815E+01 
-3.62157E+01 1.00000E+01 1.47239E+01 
-4.04823E+01 1.00000E+Ol 1.99917E+01 
-7.00000E+01-1.84661E+01 1.52594E+01 
-7.00000E+01 1.82005E+01 1.52594E+01 
-7.00000E+01-4.42699E-02 1.50865E+01 
-5.82779E+01 3.00000E+01 1.51408E+01 4.90260E+01 3.00000E+01 1.50803E+01 3.21550E+01 3.00000E+01 1.50193E+01 
-4.06376E+01 3.00000E+01 1.50838E+01 1.42137E+01 3.00000E+01 1.50061E+01 
-2.23629E+01 3.00000E+01 1.50169E+01 
-4.13597E+OO 3.00000E+01 1.50038E+01 6.00000E+01 1.84661E+01 1.52594E+Ol 6.00000E+01-1.82005E+01 1.52594E+01 6.00000E+01 4.42699E-02 1.5086.5E+01 4.90260E+01-3.00000E+01 1.50803E+01 ' 
-5.82779E+01-3.00000E+01 1.51408E+Ol 3.21550E+01-3.00000E+01 1.50193E+01 
-4.06376E+01-3.00000E+01 1.50838E+01 1.42137E+01-3.00000E+01 1.50061E+01 
-2.23628E+01-3.00000E+01 1.50169E+01 
-4.13597E+00-3.00000E+01 1.50038E+01 4.77503E+01-1.63927E+Ol 3.00000E+01 4.68203E+01 1.46467E+01 3.00000E+01 
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-1.57136E+OO 1.41242E+01 3.00000E+Ol 94 
-4.58854E+00-1.88714E+OO 3.00000E+01 95 
-2.47453E+00-1.69908E+01 3.00000E+01 96 3.07439E+01-1.63719E+01 3.00000E+01 97 3.09381E+01 1.65893E+01 3.00000E+01 98 1.49216E+Ol 1.60718E+01 3.00000E+01 99 9.51492E+OO 2.36647E+OO 3.00000E+01 100 6.22391E+00-8.90446E+OO 3.00000E+01 101 1.34842E+01-1.83875E+01 3.00000E+01 102 1.91139E+01-6.77033E+OO 3.00000E+01 103 2.37829E+01 5.10045E+OO 3.00000E+01 104 3.03466E+01-3.82841E+OO 3.00000E+01 105 3.91432E+01-7.11164E+OO 3.00000E+01 106 4.83283E+01-5.22498E-01 3.00000E+Ol 107 3.65599E+01 4.14564E+OO 3.00000E+Ol 108 4.77503E+01 1.63927E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 109 4.68203E+01-1.46467E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 110 
-1.57136E+00-1.41242E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 111 
-4.58854E+OO 1.88714E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 112 
-2.47453E+OO 1.69908E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 113 3.07439E+01 1.63719E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 114 3.09381E+01-1.65893E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 115 1.49216E+01-1.60718E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 116 9.51492E+00-2.36647E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 117 6.22391E+OO 8.90446E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 118 1.34842E+Ol 1.83875E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 119 1.91139E+01 6.77033E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 120 2.37829E+01-5.10045E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 121 3.03466E+Ol 3.82841E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 122 3.91432E+01 7.11164E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 123 4.83283E+01 5.22498E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO 124 3.65599E+01-4.14564E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
B.2.2 P ASCil.002 
P ASCII.002 contains element nodal connectivity. Each line consists of 12 
integers, each are of 6 characters width. The first integer is the element label while 
the next three integers are default values for: material number, real number, and 
f element type. The last eight integers contains node labels of the element. Because 
the mesh generator only creates triangular elements, only the first three integers of 
the node list is non-zero. For reference purposes only, all trailing zeroes have been 
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eliminated in the following printout. The trailing zeroes are included in the actual 
output file. 
1 1 1 3 8 61 24 2 1 1 3 8 61 21 3 1 1 3 5 62 21 4 1 1 3 5 62 22 5 1 1 3 21 61 62 6 1 1 3 2 63 22 7 1 1 3 2 63 23 8 1 1 3 22 62 63 9 1 1 3 62 64 61 10 1 1 3 62 64 63 11 1 1 3 61 65 24 12 1 1 3 61 65 64 13 1 1 3 3 23 65 14 1 1 3 24 65 3 15 1 1 3 65 64 63 16 1 1 3 63 23 65 17 1 1 3 7 25 8 18 1 1 3 8 24 25 19 1 1 3 24 3 4 20 1 1 3 4 25 24 21 1 1 3 6 66 28 22 1 1 3 6 66 26 23 1 1 3 7 67 26 24 1 1 3 7 67 25 25 1 1 3 26 66 67 26 1 1 3 4 68 25 27 1 1 3 4 68 27 28 1 1 3 25 67 68 29 1 1 3 67 69 66 30 1 1 3 67 69 68 31 1 1 3 66 70 28 32 1 1 3 66 70 69 33 1 1 3 1 27 70 34 1 1 3 28 70 1 35 1 1 3 70 69 68 36 1 1 3 68 27 70 37 1 1 3 5 22 6 38 1 1 3 6 28 22 39 1 1 3 28 1 2 40 1 1 3 2 22 28 41 1 1 3 13 71 34 42 1 1 3 13 71 29 43 1 1 3 16 72 30 44 1 1 3 16 72 31 45 1 1 3 31 72 18 
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46 1 1 3 18 32 72 47 1 1 3 17 33 71 48 1 1 3 34 71 17 49 1 1 3 32 73 72 50 1 1 3 32 73 33 
~· 
51 1 1 3 33 73 71 52 1 1 3 71 29 73 53 1 1 3 29 30 73 54 1 1 3 30 72 73 55 1 1 3 16 74 31 56 1 1 3 16 74 12 57 1 1 3 15 75 39 58 1 1 3 15 75 40 59 1 1 3 40 75 19 60 1 1 3 19 41 75 61 1 1 3 18 9 74 62 1 1 3 31 74 18 63 1 1 3 41 76 75 64 1 1 3 41 76 42 \ 65 1 1 3 39 38 76 66 1 1 3 75 76 39 67 1 1 3 g 77 45 68 1 1 3 9 77 74 69 1 1 3 74 77 12 70 1 1 3 12 35 77 71 1 1 3 42 78 76 72 1 1 3 42 78 43 73 1 1 3 38 37 78 74 1 1 3 76 78 38 75 1 1 3 45 79 44 76 1 1 3 45 79 77 77 1 1 3 77 79 35 78 1 1 3 35 36 79 79 1 1 3 78 80 37 80 1 1 3 78 80 43 81 1 1 3 36 79 80 82 1 1 3 37 80 36 83 1 1 3 80 43 44 84 1 1 3 44 79 80 85 1 1 3 15 81 40 86 1 1 3 15 81 46 87 1 1 3 14 . 82 47 88 1 1 3 14 82 48 89 1 1 3 48 82 20 90 1 1 3 20 49 82 91 1 1 3 19 50 81 
('-, \ 92 1 1 3 40 81 19 \. 
i 93 1 1 3 49 83 82 94 1 1 3 49 83 50 95 1 1 3 50 83 81 96 1 1 .3 81 46 83 
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97 1 1 3 46 47 83 98 1 1 3 47 82 83 99 1 1 3 14 84 48 100 1 1 3 14 84 51 101 1 1 3 13 85 11 102 1 1 3 13 85 34 103 1 1 3 34 85 17 104 1 1 3 17 10 85 105 1 1 3 20 60 84 
' rr \ ,106 1 1 3 48 84 20 : ,. 107 1 1 3 60 86 59 108 1 1 3 60 86 84 109 1 1 3 84 86 51 110 1 1 3 51 52 86 111 1 1 3 10 87 85 112 1 1 3 10 87 56 113 1 1 3 11 55 87 114 1 1 3 85 87 11 115 1 1 3 59 88 58 116 1 1 3 59 88 86 117 · 1 1 3 86 88 52 118 1 1 3 52 53 88 119 1 1 3 56 89 87 120 1 1 3 56 89 57 121 1 1 3 55 54 89 122 1 1 3 87 89 55 123 1 1 3 88 90 58 124 1 1 3 88 90 53 125 1 1 3 53 90 54 126 1 1 3 54 89 90 127 1 1 3 89 57 90 128 1 1 3 57 58 90 129 1 1 3 12 35 27 130 1 1 3 1 27 12 131 1 1 3 27 4 35 132 1 1 3 14 91 51 133 1 1 3 14 91 47 
"'' 134 1 1 3 15 92 46 135 1 1 3 15 92 39 136 1 1 3 36 93 37 137 1 1 3 36 93 4 138 1 1 3 4 94 93 
··,O. 139 1 1 3 4 94 3 140 1 1 3 3 95 94 141 1 1 3 3 95 54 142 1 1 3 54 (I 95 53 143 1 1 3 51 96 52 144 1 1 3 51 96 91 145 1 1 3 39 97 92 146 1 1 3 39 97 38 147 1 1 3 37 98 38 
. 
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148 1 1 3 37 98 93 149 1 1 3 38 97 98 150 1 1 3 93 99 98 151 1 1 3 93 99 94 152 1 1 3 94 100 99 153 1 1 3 94 100 95 154 1 1 3 95 101 100 155 1 1 3 95 101 53 156 1 1 3 53 101 52 157 1 1 3 52 96 101 158 1 1 3 101 102 100 159 1 1 3 101 102 96 160 1 1 3 100 99 102 161 1 1 3 99 103 98 162 1 1 3 99 103 102 163 1 1 3 98 97 103 164 1 1 3 102 104 103 165 1 1 3 102 104 96 166 1 1 3 96 105 104 167 1 1 3 96 105 91 168 1 1 3 91 106 105 169 1 1 3 91 106 47 170 1 1 3 47 106 46 171 1 1 3 46 92 106 172 1 1 3 103 107 97 173 1 1 3 103 107 104 174 1 1 3 92 106 107 175 1 1 3 97 107 92 176 1 1 3 107 104 105 177 1 1 3 105 106 107 178 1 1 3 35 4 36 179 1 1 3 54 55 3 180 1 1 3 3 23 55 181 1 1 3 23 2 11 182 1 1 3 11 55 23 
~ 183 1 1 3 12 1 16 184 1 1 3 16 30 1 185 1 1 3 1 2 29 
', 186 1. 1 3 30 29 1 187 1 1 3 2 29 13 188 1 1 3 13 11 2 189 1 1 3 10 56 21 190 1 1 3 5 21 10 191 1 1 3 21 8 56 192 1 1 3 19 108 41 193 1 1 3 19 108 50 194 1 1 3 20 109 49 195 1 1 3 20 109 60 196 1 1 3 57 110 58 197 1 1 3 57 110 8 198 1 1 3 8 111 110 
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.-199 1 1 3 8 111 7 
200 1 1 3 7 1112 111 
201 1 1 3 7 / 112 44 
202 .1 1 3 44 ) 112 43 
I 
3 I .~ 203 1 1 41 \ 113 42 ...... 
\ 204 1 1 3 41 \ 113 \ 108 
205 1 1 3 60 '114 109 
206 1 1 3 60 114 59 
207 1 1 3 58 115 59 
208 1 1 3 58 115 110 
209 1 1 3 59 114 115 
210 1 1 3 110 116 115 
211 1 1 3 110 116 111 
212 1 1 3 111 117 116 
213 1 1 3 111 117 112 
214 1 1 3 112 118 117 
215 1 1 3 112 118 43 
216 1 1 3 43 118 42 
217 1 1 3 42 113 118 
218 1 1 3 118 119 117 
219 1 1 3 118 119 113 
220 1 1 3 117 116 119 
221 1 1 3 116 120 115 
222 1 1 3 116 120 119 
223 1 1 3 115 114 120 
224 1 1 3 119 121 120 
225 1 1 3 119 121 113 
226 1 1 3 113 122 121 
227 1 1 3 113 122 108 
228 1 1 3 108 123 122 
229 1 1 3 108 123 50 
230 1 1 3 50 123 49 
231 1 1 3 49 109 123 
232 1 1 3 120 124 114 
233 1 1 3 120 124 121 
234 1 1 3 109 123 124 
235 1 1 3 114 124 109 
236 1 1 3 124 121 122 
237 1 1 3 122 123 124 
238 1 1 3 56 8 57 
239 1 1 3 44 45 7 
240 1 1 3 7 26 45 
241 1 1 3 26 6 9 
242 1 1 3 9 45 26 
243 1 1 3 10 5 17 
244 1 1 3 17 33 5 
245 1 1 3 5 6 32 
246 1 1 3 33 32 5 
247 1 1 3 6 32 18 
248 1 1 3 18 9 & 6 
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Appendix <:\ 
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C.l MESH OF A PLANAR POLYGON WITH A HOLE 
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Figure 26. Example 1: Mesh of a hook 
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C.2 MESH OF A PLANAR POLYGON WITH HOLES 
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'Figure 27. Example 2: Mesh of a rectangle with holes 
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C.3 SHELL ELEMENTS OF A SIMPLE B-REP SOLID OBJECT 
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Figure 28. Example 3a: B-·rep of a rectangle with a hole / . I 
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Figure 29. Example 3b: Shell element mesh of a rectangle with a hole 
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C.4 SHELL ELEMENTS OF A COMPLEX B-REP SOLID OBJECT 
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Figure 30. Example 4a: B-rep of a "King'' chess piece 
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Figure 31. Example 4b: Shell element mesh of a "l{ing" chess piece 
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